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4 Weeks To Go Email - Launch Intro & Schedule 
Thursday 29 June 
To: All LB Affiliates 
Subject: [LB Affiliate] Money Bootcamp Live 2017 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey name, 
 
So we’re building up to our flagship launch… Money Bootcamp Live 2017 - we kick 
off 4 weeks today! 
 
This is going to be pretty great and we hope you can be involved in promoting this 
proven life-changing program. 
 
If you don’t want to participate in this launch you can opt-out of receiving affiliate 
emails regarding the Money Bootcamp Live 2017 by clicking here. 
 
This email confirms some key updates about Money Bootcamp 
 
Schedule - 24 July to 4 August 
 
Mon 24 Jul - Pre-pre launch content / Introduce Denise to your audience to warm up 
your list with one of our popular posts - we’ll give you a few options.  
 
Thurs 27 July - Free video 1  
Sat 29 July - Free video 2 
Mon 31 July - Live webinar with fast action bonus  
Tues 1 Aug - Open cart  
Wed 2 Aug - Early bird pricing ends - Save $500 
Thurs 3 Aug - Announce extended payment plan 
Fri 4 Aug - Cart close  
 
New Look, Updated Materials 
 
This is not just the annual live round of Money Bootcamp. 
 
It’s so much more and is the BEST way for your tribe to smash through their money 
blocks. 
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We’ve completely reviewed, revamped and updated the Bootcamp training content 
and are producing new videos, new pre-launch content, new sales page and new 
branding.  
 
This course has been running for 6 years with over 3,900 members - it works!  
 
Price and Prizes 
 
We’re excited to welcome some new affiliate partners for this launch and have some 
of our best partners from the last few years be involved… the competition is going to 
be fun and the commissions juicy!  
 
Watch out for our email next week when we will confirm the pricing for Bootcamp 
Live and the affiliate prizes - they’ll be hot!  
 
Drop us a line or pop into the Facebook Group LINK if you have any questions.  
 
What’s your goal for Bootcamp sales this launch? 1… 3… 10?  
 
We can’t wait to send out commissions - we paid out over $300,000 in the last 12 
months and we want to break some records! 
 
Thanks again for joining us! 
 
Xx  
 
Mark and Denise  
 
P.S. We’re aiming to deliver swipe copy about two weeks before we kick-off but we 
highly recommend writing your own to really personalize it to YOUR audience.  
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3 Weeks To Go Email - Price & Prizes 
Thursday 6 July 
To: All LB Affiliates 
Subject: [Bootcamp Live] Prices and Prizes (3 weeks until kick-off) 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hello name,  
 
Denise just completed filming the new look for Money Bootcamp, and it’s going to be 
gorgeous! Here’s a sneak peak… 
 
<insert photo of Denise on sofa from FB page> 
 
We kick off our Money Bootcamp Live 2017 launch in 3 weeks and today we’re 
excited to announce our the new prices for the course and your affiliate prizes. 
 
2017 Price 
 
The cart opens on Tuesday 1 August and for 48 hours Bootcamp Live will be on sale 
for an early bird price of $1,497 (a juicy discount of $500).  
 
This is an opportunity to take part in our annual Live Round for the same price as the 
home study version of Bootcamp. The early bird price ends at 9pm ET Wednesday 2 
August. 
 
On Thursday 3 August the price will increase to $1,997 when we’ll also announce an 
extended payment plan to make Bootcamp accessible for as many of your tribe as 
possible. 
 
The cart closes 9pm ET Friday 4 August.   
 
$20,000+ in Affiliate Prices - Woohoo! 
 
On top of 50% commission we’re paying out $20,000 in affiliate prizes.  
 
We were looking at cute prizes, cool tech and luxury spas… but who needs more 
stuff?  
 
So we decided to just pay the big bucks… warm lovely cash paid straight to you in 
August so you can reward yourself your way!  
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Leads Contest 
 
The prizes for the total number of opt-ins to pre-launch content and webinar between 
27-31 July will be... 
 
1st Place = $2,000 
2nd Place = $750 
3rd Place = $250 
 
Sales Contest 
 
For the main event sales contest (based on total number of Money Bootcamp Live 
2017 sales) between 1-4 August you can win... 
 
1st Place = $8,000 
2nd Place = $4,000 
3rd Place = $2,000 
4th Place = $1,000 
5th Place = $500 
 
Surprise Challenges 
 
We’ll also be announcing surprise challenges for cash during the launch like who can 
get the most people registered for the webinar and for key days during open cart.  
 
Come Meet Us 
 
This one is pretty cool. We really appreciate your support and we’d love to meet you 
so… any affiliate partner that sells 3 or more Bootcamps is invited to join us at one of 
our USA Tour events in October for FREE.  
 
We’ll be in LA, Miami, Dallas and NYC and you get to join us with a complimentary 
ticket - sweet! 
 
Next Steps 
 
We will share our affiliate info page for this launch including detailed schedule and 
our first set of swipe copy next week. Exciting times ahead.  
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Interview Opportunities 
 
Denise has some time available to record interviews with affiliate partners during the 
week commencing 17 July.  
 
These interviews are one of the BEST ways to introduce Denise to your audience 
and talk about the topics covered in the pre-launch content and Money Bootcamp.  
 
Hit reply and drop me an email if you’re interested in scheduling an interview with 
Denise. 
 
Webinars / FB Lives  
 
During the launch period (24 July - 4 August) Denise will also have some time for live 
opportunities to engage your audience.  
 
Denise will be doing some live webinars and FB Lives to promote the pre-launch 
content and the Money Bootcamp and would love to connect directly with your 
people.  
 
This is an awesome opportunity to also promote your bonus to people considering 
the Money Bootcamp and let them ask Denise questions about the course. 
 
Again, if you’re interested in this hit reply and let me know your idea and your 
audience. 
 
Thanks again for your support. 
 
Mark  
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Start Next Week & Affiliate Centre  
Tuesday 18 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] We Start Next Week + Swipe Copy 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi name 
 
It’s getting exciting… we kick-off our Money Bootcamp Live Launch NEXT WEEK!! 
 
Today we’ve got some key updates and our first piece of swipe copy for you!  
 
Bootcamp Launch Page - NOW LIVE 
 
We’ve just launched the NEW Launch information page for Money Bootcamp Live >> 
Here. 
 
This page contains all of the info you need including the schedule, the offer, bonus 
info, graphics and promotional tips.  
 
>> Click Here For Bootcamp Live Launch Guide 
 
Now is also a good time to refresh yourself on our 7 Top Tips to make the most of 
being a Lucky B Affiliate.  
 
Please ensure you also review our Affiliate Terms & Conditions and Advertizing 
Policy.  
 
Introducing Denise to Your Tribe 
 
If this is your first DDT launch or it’s a while since you have promoted the Money 
Bootcamp, we recommend that you start to introduce Denise to your audience in the 
week leading into the launch, ideally from Monday 24 July.  
 
Here are your affiliate links to some of our most popular articles that warm people up 
to Denise and her style. Take a read of any that jump out at you and that you think 
will be of interest to your audience.  
 
Make sure you personalize your social post when you share this content by adding 
what you love about the article and Denise: 
 
How Men v Women Sell 
 
37 Lessons From a Self-Made Millionaire 
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The Evolution of a Million Dollar Course 
 
How To Upgrade Your Lady Mafia  
 
How I Manifested 6 Months Paid Luxury Travel 
 
How To Set Better Business Boundaries  
 
Gift: Free Chapter of Get Rich Lucky Bitch  
 
These affiliate links are tracked so your leads will be cookied if they read an article 
above and then go on to opt-in for the launch campaign.  
 
We recommend sharing your favourite Denise content and personalizing the 
introduction by sharing your aha’s or how Denise has helped you and your business. 
This is important to help build both likability and credibility.  
 
Pre-Launch Content 1  
 
Money Mindset Workshop 
 
Video 1: The 3 Mistakes That Keep Women Entrepreneurs Broke and Exhausted -- 
And How You Can Eliminate Them 
 
Accompany Brand New Free eBook: Reclaim Your Money Power  
 
Description: 
 
In this brand new money mindset workshop, Denise shares what it really takes to 
succeed as an entrepreneur in the new economy, without struggle and burnout.  
 
This video and the new free accompanying eBook “Reclaim Your Money Power” will 
reveal the 3 key mistakes that SO many women in business make that keep them 
stuck and burned out — or that force them to quit altogether.  
 
This training offers a clear, actionable strategy to help you understand exactly what 
you need to do to steer yourself in the direction of financial prosperity. 
 
Read video transcript Here 
 
Email Swipe Copy Here 
 
Email Send Date: 9am ET Thursday 27 September (Do NOT send before this time) 
 
*** NOTE: We’ve provided a couple of options for swipe copy mentioning the video 
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and the eBook - feel free to pick the best bits from all of the copy and amend for your 
audience. We can not stress enough how important it is for you to customise and 
personalize your emails about this pre-launch content. Your tribe need to know why 
you are drawn to Denise, what you think about the pre-launch content, your aha’s 
and why you think it is worth them investing their time to watch this video series.  
 
Have a great week and we look forward to releasing more information, promotional 
graphics and swipe copy very soon. 
 
If there is anything we can do to help you prepare for next week please let us know 
or jump over into the Facebook group to ask a question.  
 
Thanks for your support - this is going to be awesome.  
 
Mark & Denise 
 
P.S. Denise is starting to her some background about how our business and lives 
are evolving and how we’ve updated, reviewed and improved the course. Over the 
next few days she’ll be doing some Facebook lives so keep an eye out on her page 
to stay up to date.  
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Affiliate Centre Copy - Launch Info Page 
 
Welcome to our Affiliate Information Page for our July 2017, Money Bootcamp 
Live launch. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
We’re honoured to have your support for the 2017 launch of our Money Bootcamp 
Live as we help thousands of entrepreneurs change the way they think and feel 
about money. 
 
This course is life-changing, since 2011 we’ve helped over 4,000 entrepreneurs have 
break through their money blocks and transform their money mindset and we know 
you are going to love sharing these insights with your community.  
 
This is a fantastic opportunity to help so many people change their relationship with 
money so they can charge what their worth, earn what they want and live their first 
class lives.… while also earning some exciting commission along the way!  
 
This page provides all of the information and resources you need to smash this 
launch.  
 
You can track your links and sales in InfusionSoft here. If you have any questions 
please contact admin@luckybitch.com or post in the Partner Facebook Group (link).  
 
Launch Summary 
 
Course: Money Bootcamp Live 2017 
 
Money Bootcamp LIVE is a transformational online training course designed to help 
you breakthrough your money blocks and you unconscious money fears and beliefs. 
A prove system to transform your money mindset so you can raise your prices, 
strengthen your money boundaries and release decades of old family money stories.  
 
Denise Duffield-Thomas, author, coach and money mindset mentor will lead you 
through in-depth training videos, live workshops and powerful visualizations 
alongside a community of 4,000 heart-centred female entrepreneurs. It’s time to step 
up to your calling as a wealthy women.  
 
It’s your time and you’re ready for the next step.  
 
Launch Dates: Dates: 24 July - 4 August 2017 

mailto:admin@luckybitch.com
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Pricing: 
 
Early Bird Price (Available 1-2 August) = $1,497 or 2 x $859 
 
Money Bootcamp LIVE (3-4 August) = $1,997 or Extended Payment Plan To Be 
Announced 
 
Affiliate Commission: 50% 
 
Prizes:  
 
$20,000 Total Prize Pool 
 
Leads Contest 
 
The prizes for the total number of opt-ins to pre-launch content and webinar between 
27-31 July will be... 
 
1st Place = $2,000 
2nd Place = $750 
3rd Place = $250 
 
Sales Contest 
 
For the main event sales contest (based on total number of Money Bootcamp Live 
2017 sales) between 1-4 August you can win... 
 
1st Place = $8,000 
2nd Place = $4,000 
3rd Place = $2,000 
4th Place = $1,000 
5th Place = $500 
 
Surprise Challenges 
 
We’ll also be announcing surprise challenges for cash during the launch such as 
who can get the most people registered for the webinar and for key days during open 
cart.  
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Come Meet Us 
 
This one is pretty cool. We really appreciate your support and we’d love to meet you 
so… any affiliate partner that sells 3 or more Bootcamps is invited to join us at one of 
our USA Tour events in October for FREE.  
 
We’ll be in LA, Miami, Dallas and NYC and you get to join us with a complimentary 
ticket - sweet! 
 
Launch Schedule - 24 July to 4 August 
 
Mon 24 Jul - Pre-pre launch content / Introduce Denise to your audience to warm up 
your list with one of our popular posts - we’ll give you a few options.  
 
There are a selection of articles available to share in the Infusionsoft Affiliate Centre. 
 
Thurs 27 July - Free video 1 & eBook 
Sat 29 July - Free video 2 & PDF 
Mon 31 July - Live webinar with fast action bonus  
Tues 1 Aug - Open cart  
Wed 2 Aug - Early bird pricing ends - Save $500 
Thurs 3 Aug - Announce extended payment plan 
Fri 4 Aug - Cart close  
 
Pre-Launch Content: New Money Mindset Workshop 
 
PLC 1: The 3 Mistakes That Keep Women Entrepreneurs Broke and Exhausted -- 
And How You Can Eliminate Them 
Release: Thursday 27 July 
(Including new eBook “Reclaim Your Money Power”) 
 
PLC 2: The Female Entrepreneur’s Map To Wealth 
Release: Thursday 27 July 
 
Free Live Webinar: 5 Strategies to Upgrade Your Money Mindset with Denise 
Duffield-Thomas 
Monday 31 July 
 
Interview Opportunities 
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Denise has some time available to record interviews with affiliate partners during the 
week commencing 17 July.  
 
These interviews are one of the BEST ways to introduce Denise to your audience 
and talk about the topics covered in the pre-launch content and Money Bootcamp.  
 
Email mark@luckybitch.com if you’re interested in scheduling an interview with 
Denise. 
 
Webinars / FB Lives  
 
During the launch period (24 July-4 August) Denise will also have some time for live 
opportunities to engage your audience.  
 
Denise will be doing some live webinars and FB Lives to promote the pre-launch 
content and the Money Bootcamp and would live to connect directly with your 
people.  
 
This is an awesome opportunity to also promote your Bonus to people considering 
Money Bootcamp and let them ask Denise questions about the course. 
 
Email mark@luckybitch.com to discuss your idea and check availability.  
 
The Offer 
 
The cart opens on Tuesday 1 August for 2017 Money Bootcamp Live - an immersive 
online mindset transformation and training course with supporting live workshops 
and community designed to teach your tribe how uncover and breakthrough 
conscious and unconscious money blocks, clear negative money beliefs and 
unhealthy money stories from the past, charge and earn what their worth and 
embrace abundance. 
 
Here's a summary of what they get… 
 
Money Bootcamp with Denise Duffield-Thomas  
Complete and lifetime access to the online program, including all modules, videos, 
transcripts, and resources.  
Value $1,497 
 
Money Bootcamp LIVE Access Pass 

mailto:mark@luckybitch.com
mailto:mark@luckybitch.com
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7 August - 15 September 2017 
 
Exclusive invitation to participate in the 2017 live round of Money Bootcamp 
alongside thousands of other female entrepreneurs from across the globe. Working 
through the 6-week program in real-time with the support of Denise and the entire 
Lucky Bee community is the best way to dive into this mindset transformation to start 
embracing and creating your first class life.  
 
Your Access Pass to Bootcamp Live will include: 
 

Weekly Live Calls with Denise 
 
Work through each module of the Money Bootcamp with the support of 
Denise as she leads you through live exercises and real-life examples and get 
your questions answered. 
 
Kick-Off Facebook Live 
 
Join Denise for a Kick-Off Facebook Live session to start this brand new 
course on Monday 7 August. This is an opportunity for you to connect with the 
new members of Bootcamp and learn about the full schedule of the course so 
you get maximum value from your investment.  
 
Live Challenges & Group Activities 
 
Via the private Facebook Group Denise will lead live challenges to help you 
breakthrough blocks and stay accountable. These will include decluttering, 
money tracking, finding hidden treasure, affirmations and positive anchors.  
 
Community Coaches 
 
** NEW for 2017** Joining us in the Facebook group will be a small select 
group of Money Bootcamp facilitators to provide quick guidance and answers 
for all of your questions so you are fully supported through the entire program.  
 
Money Bootcamp Worksheets 
 
As well as PDF transcripts, each video module includes several powerful 
worksheets and exercises to help you go deeper and further with this life-
changing work.  
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Participation in future LIVE Rounds 
 
As a Bootcamp member you will be able to participate in future Live rounds of 
the Money Bootcamp to revisit key lessons and new content with Denise. Live 
Rounds open once a year so take advantage of the early bird price to get in 
for 2017. 

 
Value $3,000  
 
Lifetime Access  
Access to all course materials and recordings for life including access to all future 
upgrades and updates to the course. Study at your own pace and revisit content 
whenever you need it. The online membership portal means you can access the 
course anytime, anywhere and on any device.  
 
Priceless: No ongoing membership fees 
 
Membership in our private online forum 
24/7 support and friendship. This is the GAME-CHANGER. You’ll be invited to join 
one of the most supportive and inspiring communities on the internet where I am 
active every day offering advice and answering questions. A unique opportunity to 
get to know 3,500 other female entrepreneurs across the world.  
 
Priceless: No ongoing membership fees 
 
On top of the Money Bootcamp Live Course which is valued at $4,497 you also 
receive over $1,000 Worth of Extra Bonus Courses & Resource, Yours FREE 
 
Join Money Bootcamp Live 2017 today and you will also receive over $1,000 worth 
of exclusive bonuses including additional courses, meditations, visualizations and 
books.  
 
These bonuses are only available as part of my launch special offer if you join our 
course before 9pm ET Friday 4 August.  
 
BONUS #1.  
MANIFESTING COURSE 
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My Manifesting course will walk you through my EXACT process for manifesting a 
goal quickly and easily through simple, everyday actions. (Remember how I 
manifested a $500k all-expenses paid trip around the world? THIS is how I did it!) 
 
This advanced 5-part audio course contains more than 10 hours of recordings and 
includes handy quizzes, checklists, handouts and cheat sheets. The program will 
take you through detailed steps that you can follow to improve your manifesting 
game and make the Law of Attraction virtually foolproof.   
 
This Manifesting Course is the most comprehensive “how to manifest” course out 
there – with no fluff, no esoteric mumbo jumbo and designed exclusively for 
ambitious and intelligent women like YOU who have massive life and business 
goals. 
 
(Value: $297. Yours FREE.) 
 
BONUS #2. 
ADVANCED PRICING COURSE 
 
Not sure what to charge or how to justify price increases to your clients? Wondering 
how to charge premium prices without including your first-born child in the bonuses? 
 
I’ve got you sorted with this exclusive 2-part pricing workshop jam-packed full of 
ideas on how to bring in fast cash with VIP days, premium client experiences and 
more. 
 
(Value: $197, Yours FREE) 
 
BONUS #3 
DO IT QUICK LUCKY BEE PROGRAM 
 
This is one of my most popular quickie courses and it’s ONLY available to 
Bootcampers. This 10-day program is specifically designed to help you get clear on 
a goal, take action and manifest the outcome you want. This course supercharges 
the Bootcamp experience by helping you to achieve results quickly.  
 
(Value: $97, Yours Free) 
 
BONUS #4 
6 X GUIDED VISUALIZATION 
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Enjoy my series of six in-depth audio visualizations as I talk you through how to let 
go and embrace your new life of abundance and ease. Visualizations include How to 
Heal Your Inner Child, Cutting Energetic Cords, How to Love and Forgive Your 
Body, The Future You and Your Ideal Day meditation. These are powerful audios 
that take your learning and reflection deeper into your subconscious and strengthen 
your connection to the universe.  
 
(Value: $197, Yours FREE) 
 
BONUS #5 
MONEY MEDITATIONS AUDIO 
 
Get your hands on my Subliminal Money Mantras MP3, featuring powerful 
affirmations to help you attract even more prosperity and wealth into your life. 
 
This special 1 hour and 11 minute audio is infused with 1111 special money 
mantras, all embedded below the peaceful sounds of the ocean, so that your 
subconscious mind can soak up the goodness and effortlessly reframe your beliefs. 
 
(Value: $29. Yours FREE.) 
 
BONUS #6. 
WEBINAR, E-BOOK AND AUDIO BOOK LIBRARY 
 
Grab both of my books (“Lucky Bitch” and “Get Rich, Lucky Bitch”) in e-book and 
audio format, so that you can listen and learn while on the go. These audios aren’t 
available ANYWHERE else – they are exclusively for my Lucky Bees (because I love 
you guys!). 
 
Also included you’ll get some of my recent webinar recordings including “Manifesting 
Masterclass” and my “Clearing Money Clutter” workshop. Each live recording will 
give you more insight, tools and techniques to apply in your life so you can earn 
more, be more and help more people.  
 
(Value: $97. Yours FREE.) 
 
PS, On that note, you should know that I love giving you all sorts of other goodies – 
including things I haven't even released yet! Basically, when you become a Lucky 
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Bee, you’re instantly part of the tribe and are treated like a total VIP. (Seriously, I 
treat my members like GOLD.) 
 
BONUS #7. 
LIVE EVENT RECORDINGS 
 
Immerse yourself in video and audio recordings of my most recent live events (the 
next best thing to being in the room). Perfect for when you need an extra hit of Lucky 
Bee inspiration, you’ll love the recordings of ‘7 Ways to Increase Your Abundance 
Now’ and the ‘Money Masterclass’. These sessions are guaranteed to pump up your 
motivation and load you up with heaps of new insights for your money 
transformation. 
 
** JUST ADDED: Live recording from my April 2017 Money Mindset Tour event in 
London.  
 
(Value: $297. Yours FREE) 
 
That’s well over $1,000 worth of money mindset, manifesting and pricing bonuses to 
support the transformation of your business and income over the next 12 months.  
 
Promotional Materials 
 
Here is a collection of images and promotional materials to support your promotion 
of this launch: 
 
*** NEW Images of Denise - coming soon 
 
PLC 1 Graphics - coming soon 
 
PLC 2 Graphics - coming soon 
 
Webinar Graphics - coming soon 
 
Open Cart / Course Graphics - coming soon 
 
Early Bird Price Graphics - coming soon 
 
Extended Payment Plan Graphics - coming soon 
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Close Cart Graphics - coming soon 
 
Pre-Launch Content Scripts 
 
So you can get a taste for the messages and content of the pre-launch content 
videos, here are the two key scripts that your leads will watch: 
 
PLC 1: The 3 Mistakes That Keep Women Entrepreneurs Broke and Exhausted -- 
And How You Can Eliminate Them 
Video Script  
 
PLC 2: The Female Entrepreneur’s Map To Wealth 
Video Script  
 
These scripts are copyright of Lucky B Pty Ltd. Please do not share this information.  
 
Email & Social Media Swipe Copy 
 
PLC 1 Swipe File - Click Here to Download 
 
PLC 2 Swipe File  - coming soon 
 
Webinar Swipe File - coming soon 
 
Open Cart Swipe File - coming soon 
 
Extended Payment Plan Swipe File - coming soon 
 
Close Cart Swipe File - coming soon 
 
 
Got questions? Drop a note to admin@luckybitch.com.  
 
Thanks so much - let’s do this!  
 
Mark & Denise  
 
	  

mailto:admin@luckybitch.com
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PLC 1 Swipe Copy 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
SWIPE COPY: 3 MONEY MISTAKES WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS MAKE [9AM 
EDT, THURS JULY 27] 
 
---Subject Line Ideas--- 
 
Please don’t make these mistakes in your business 
Reality check: what it *actually* takes to succeed in business today 
The REAL secret to more income with less effort 
Free money confidence inside (open for details) 
3 Mistakes that keep you broke and exhausted 
New FREE eBook from Denise Duffield-Thomas 
Reclaim Your Money Power (FREE eBook) 
Grab Your Free Copy Now (Money Mindset eBook) 
  
 
Options to add to subject line: 
 
[FREE TRAINING] 
[FREE eBOOK] 
[WATCH NOW] 
[DOWNLOAD NOW] 
[PDF DOWNLOAD] 
  
 
---Body Copy 1--- 
 
Hi [NAME], 
 
What if you always felt confident in your ability to make money in your business, to 
charge what you’re worth, and to freely allow abundance into your life in exchange 
for doing work you love? 
 
UM - who wouldn’t, right?! 
 
What if you had an almost “ATM-like” ability to create the income you want, when 
you want it -- without working more hours than you already are, or feeling stressed 
and on the brink of burnout? 
 
What if you knew without a doubt that you were “cut out” to be an entrepreneur, and 
that your business was going to be one of the ones that "made it?" 
 
For most of us, that isn’t the way it works, unfortunately. 
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And if making money in your business feels hard, then listen up. 
 
My friend Denise Duffield-Thomas [AFFILIATE LINK] has proven that it doesn’t have 
to be. In only a few short years, she’s created a multi-million dollar enterprise from 
scratch (while raising a family!) 
 
She is an award-winning speaker, bestselling author, and money mentor to tens of 
thousands of online entrepreneurs. And her popular Money Bootcamp has helped 
nearly 4,000 women clear their money blocks, transform their money mindsets, and 
collectively earn millions more in income, all while having a lot more joy and ease in 
their lives. 
 
What Denise has discovered, that’s led her to all this success, is that money follows 
mindset. 
 
In other words, when you have hidden (or obvious) blocks around money, you can 
have the best marketing, the fanciest website, and the greatest business idea -- and 
you’ll still have to work really hard to earn money, if you make any at all. 
 
Once you learn to break through your money blocks, though, abundance begins to 
flow toward you easily and without struggle. 
 
That’s why Denise just released her NEW free Money Mindset Workshop available 
for a short time, to walk you step by step through the process of transforming YOUR 
money mindset. 
 
>> Click Here To Access Video 1: 3 Mistakes That Entrepreneurs Make That Keep 
Them Broke And Exhausted -- And How You Can Eliminate Them [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
In it, you’ll learn what it really takes to succeed in the new economy, as well as the 3 
key mistakes that SO many women in business make that keep them broke and 
burned out — or that force them to quit their businesses altogether. 
 
More importantly, you’ll learn how to eliminate these mistakes! And to do it in a fresh 
way that feels easy (maybe even a little... lazy?) and fun. 
 
I want you to be fully prepared to succeed in the rapidly changing business 
atmosphere we’re in right now, so I strongly recommend you watch Denise’s new 
video training to learn about these mistakes and how to fix them. 
 
Denise is the go-to person for money mindset and she’s crammed her absolute best 
stuff into this new video. 
 
Grab your free access to the Money Mindset Workshop right here. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
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P.S. The Money Mindset Workshop is only available for a few days, so be sure to go 
watch it now so you don’t miss out. 
 
Pro tip: For maximum results, download Denise’s hands-on new eBook Reclaim 
Your Money Power which you’ll find right under the video. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
---ENDS--- 
 
---Body Copy 2--- 
 
Hi [NAME], 
 
These days, you can hardly scroll through your Facebook feed without seeing 
another story of how someone rose from the ashes to make a “success” of 
themselves in business -- and how you can do the same, if you just follow their step-
by-step formula. 
 
And yet, how many of the people who buy into those formulas actually become 
successful? 
 
The problem isn’t that these formulas don’t work (although some of them are pretty 
questionable!) 
 
It’s that they won’t work for you unless you have ONE critical success factor in place. 
 
What’s the success factor? 
 
Before I answer that, let me ask you… 
 
What if you always felt confident in your ability to make money in your business, to 
charge what you’re worth, and to freely allow abundance into your life in exchange 
for doing work you love? 
 
What if you had an almost “ATM-like” ability to create the income you want, when 
you want it -- without working more hours than you already are, or feeling stressed 
and on the brink of burnout? 
 
What if you knew without a doubt that you were “cut out” to be an entrepreneur, and 
that your business was going to be one of the ones that "made it?" 
 
For most of us, that isn’t the way it works, unfortunately. 
 
And if making money in your business feels hard, then listen up. 
 
My friend Denise Duffield-Thomas [AFFILIATE LINK] has proven that it doesn’t have 
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to be. In only a few short years, she’s created a multi-million dollar enterprise from 
scratch (while raising a family!) 
 
She is an award-winning speaker, bestselling author, and money mentor to tens of 
thousands of online entrepreneurs. And her popular Money Bootcamp has helped 
nearly 4,000 women clear their money blocks, transform their money mindsets, and 
collectively earn millions more in income, all while having a lot more joy and ease in 
their lives. 
 
What Denise has discovered, that’s led her to all this success, is that money follows 
mindset. 
 
In other words, when you have hidden (or obvious) blocks around money, you can 
have the best marketing, the fanciest website, and the greatest business idea -- and 
you’ll still have to work really hard to earn money, if you make any at all. 
 
Once you learn to break through your money blocks, though, abundance begins to 
flow toward you easily and without struggle. 
 
That’s why Denise just released her NEW free Money Mindset Training Series 
available for a short time, to walk you step by step through the process of 
transforming YOUR money mindset. 
 
>> Click Here To Access Video 1: 3 Mistakes That Entrepreneurs Make That Keep 
Them Broke And Exhausted -- And How You Can Eliminate Them [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
In it, you’ll learn what it really takes to succeed in the new economy, as well as the 3 
key mistakes that SO many women in business make that keep them broke and 
burned out — or that force them to quit their businesses altogether. 
 
More importantly, you’ll learn how to eliminate these mistakes! And to do it in a fresh 
way that feels easy (maybe even a little... lazy?) and fun. 
 
I want you to be fully prepared to succeed in the rapidly changing business 
atmosphere we’re in right now, so I strongly recommend you watch Denise’s video 
training to learn about these mistakes and how to fix them. 
 
Denise is the go-to person for money mindset and she’s crammed her absolute best 
stuff into this new video. 
 
Grab your free access to the Money Mindset Training Series right here. [AFFILIATE 
LINK] 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
 
P.S. The Money Mindset Training is only available for a few days, so be sure to go 
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watch it now so you don’t miss out. 
 
Pro tip: For maximum results, download Denise’s hands-on new eBook Reclaim 
Your Money Power which you’ll find right under the video. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
---ENDS--- 
 
---Body Copy 3--- 
 
Hi [NAME], 
 
These days, you can hardly scroll through your Facebook feed without seeing 
another story of how someone rose from the ashes to make a “success” of 
themselves in business -- and how you can do the same, if you just follow their step-
by-step formula. 
 
And yet, how many of the people who buy into those formulas actually become 
successful? 
 
The problem isn’t that these formulas don’t work (although some of them are pretty 
questionable!) 
 
It’s that they won’t work for you unless you have ONE critical success factor in place. 
 
What’s the success factor? 
 
Before I answer that, let me ask you… 
 
What if you always felt confident in your ability to make money in your business, to 
charge what you’re worth, and to freely allow abundance into your life in exchange 
for doing work you love? 
 
What if you had an almost “ATM-like” ability to create the income you want, when 
you want it -- without working more hours than you already are, or feeling stressed 
and on the brink of burnout? 
 
What if you knew without a doubt that you were “cut out” to be an entrepreneur, and 
that your business was going to be one of the ones that "made it?" 
 
For most of us, that isn’t the way it works, unfortunately. 
 
And if making money in your business feels hard, then listen up. 
 
My friend Denise Duffield-Thomas [AFFILIATE LINK] has proven that it doesn’t have 
to be. In only a few short years, she’s created a multi-million dollar enterprise from 
scratch (while raising a family!) 
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She is an award-winning speaker, bestselling author, and money mentor to tens of 
thousands of online entrepreneurs. And her popular Money Bootcamp has helped 
nearly 4,000 women clear their money blocks, transform their money mindsets, and 
collectively earn millions more in income, all while having a lot more joy and ease in 
their lives. 
 
What Denise has discovered, that’s led her to all this success, is that money follows 
mindset. 
 
In other words, when you have hidden (or obvious) blocks around money, you can 
have the best marketing, the fanciest website, and the greatest business idea -- and 
you’ll still have to work really hard to earn money, if you make any at all. 
 
Once you learn to break through your money blocks, though, abundance begins to 
flow toward you easily and without struggle. 
 
It’s time for you to Reclaim Your Money Power and Denise is here to help with her 
NEW free money mindset eBook. 
 
>> Download Your Copy Today: Reclaim Your Money Power [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
In this new book and free training video you’ll discover the 3 Mistakes That 
Entrepreneurs Make That Keep Them Broke And Exhausted -- And How You Can 
Eliminate Them [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
In it, you’ll learn what it really takes to succeed in the new economy, as well as the 3 
key mistakes that SO many women in business make that denies their money power 
— or that force them to quit their businesses altogether. 
 
More importantly, you’ll learn how to eliminate these mistakes! And to do it in a fresh 
way that feels easy (maybe even a little... lazy?) and fun. 
 
Denise is the go-to person for money mindset and she’s crammed her absolute best 
stuff into this new book. 
 
Grab your free access to Reclaim Your Money Power and the video training series 
right here. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
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P.S. The Money Mindset Workshop is only available for a few days, so be sure to go 
watch it now so you don’t miss out. 
 
Pro tip: For maximum results, download Denise’s hands-on Reclaim Your Money 
Power and watch it alongside the training video here. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
---ENDS--- 
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One Week To Go 
Thursday 20 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] 1 Week Today + Sneak Peek (for your eyes only) 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey name 
 
The momentum is starting to build…  
 
Today we’re revealing the new look and feel for the Denise DT brand and Money 
Bootcamp moving forward… 
 
Seriously… the new photos of Denise for this launch are HOT and they’re a massive 
up-level on our previous pre-launch content so I know your people are going to love 
it and the design is PRO... 
 
Our Money Bootcamp Live 2017 launch starts ONE WEEK today, on Thursday 27 
July and it’s super important that you’re ready to mail at 9am that day… 
 
We’ve got an awesome new Money Mindset Workshop to share and a brand new 
free eBook called “Reclaim Your Money Power”. 
 
REMEMBER our pre-launch period (and leads contest) is only 5 days long so you 
need to be ready to move quickly and engage your entire audience in this launch.  
 
Here’s one of my favourites from launch guru Jeff Walker: 
 

“The affiliates that perform the best mail EARLY and OFTEN” 
 
So here’s your sneak peek… (for your eyes only) 
 
Watch Video 1 HERE: 3 Mistakes that Female Entrepreneurs Make That Keep 
Them Broke And Exhausted - And How You Can Eliminate Them 
 
Read the new eBook HERE: Reclaim Your Money Power 
 
Download the new Denise images and headshots HERE. 
 
Download our amazing new Video 1 Graphics and Banner Adverts HERE 
 
** Do NOT share any of this content yet. This is only so you can prepare for the 
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launch and be ready to go at 9am ET Thursday 27 July.  
 
You will receive your affiliate link for Video 1 on Monday. 
 
==================== 
Pre-Launch Content Plan  
==================== 
 
Here’s our recommended schedule for next week… 
 
PRO TIP: The entire launch only lasts 9 days - 5 days of pre-launch content and 4 
days of open cart. Time is going to fly by. SO it’s super important that you go after 
this.  
 
There’s big commission and big prizes on the line meaning you’re going to want to 
plan an email and promo activity every day for launch period. Probably multiple mails 
and promos on key days… it’s time to get pumped because the start gun is 
approaching and you’ll want to be fast out of the blocks.... 
 
Monday 24 July: Introduce Denise to your list. Share your money mindset journey 
and how Denise has helped. Shared one of our popular articles (links in the affiliate 
centre) and plant the seed that a major opportunity is coming from Denise... 
 
Thursday 27 July: Money Mindset Workshop = Video 1 + eBook 
 
Email Swipe Copy Here 
 
Make sure you plan to promote this content across ALL of your channels - email, 
Facebook, Twitter, Insta, Groups, FB Live etc. 
  
Friday 28 July:  
 
● Re-send your Video 1 Email with a different Subject Line to all Un-opens  
● Facebook Live to promote the Workshop, Video 1 and eBook 

 
Saturday 29 July: 
 
● Video 2 Email & Social Post - More info coming soon 

 
Sunday 30 July 
 
● Webinar Invite Email & Social Post - More info coming soon 

 
PRO TIP #2: If you are a member of the Money Bootcamp take some time this week 
to put together a testimonial or review of the course and get it set up as a blog post 
on your site.  
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A large number of people will start Googling Denise and the Money Bootcamp 
looking for reviews and this is a great way for you to attract leads and get traffic to 
your affiliate link. 
 
This is going to be a fun launch and fingers crossed that it will be our BEST EVER. 
 
We’ve fully reviewed, re-recorded, improved and enhanced the Bootcamp course - 
it’s more juicy than ever with a new energy and awakening to take it to the next level. 
 
It’s like the classic Disney movies that get “Re-Mastered”... we’ve taken an already 
life-changing and proven program that’s helped 4,000 entrepreneurs and we’ve 
made it better and are doing it LIVE together… magic will happen. 
 
Thanks for your support. 
 
Mark and Denise 
 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here.  
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We Start This Week 
12pm ET Sunday 23 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Launch starts this week 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Happy Sunday!  
 
I’m just jumping into your inbox briefly this weekend to check you’re ready for our 
Money Bootcamp Live launch next week. 
 
Hit reply if you’ve got questions or need additional support - we’re here to support 
your success. 
 
This is our main launch of the year and is a new, improved and live version 
(completely re-designed and re-recorded) version of our flagship product… 
 
We’re pumped and this is a great opportunity to share some amazing free content 
and training with your tribe and earn some great commission and prizes as well. 
(The pre-launch content for this launch is honestly the best we’ve ever produced… 
can’t wait). 
 
I will send you your affiliate link to the first opt-in page tomorrow. Here’s a sneak 
peek of some of the designs we will be testing: 
 

 
  
ACTION: Planting some seeds 
 
Tomorrow (Monday 24 July) is the idea time to start planting the seeds of this launch 
by giving your audience a shot across the bow that something awesome is coming.  
 
You can do this by introducing Denise, sharing one of the articles listed below or 
talking about your money mindset and business journey.  
 
Let your tribe know that Denise is someone that you admire (especially if you’re in 
Bootcamp) and that you’ve been watching Denise’s evolution and know she’s about 
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to release something super new and powerful.  
 
If your audience already know Denise just make sure you tell them to watch out for 
an email on Thursday!  
 
We hope the articles below can help stimulate discussions on your pages and in 
your groups to whet appetites for our first video.  
 
Remember, ahead of the public release of video 1 you can watch it here and read 
the “Reclaim Your Money Power” eBook here.  
 
Please don’t share these - this is just for you, and we’ll send your affiliate links soon. 
 
Have a great weekend, it all starts now… thanks as always for your support and 
endorsement.  
 

- Team DDT  
 
Introduction / Warm-Up Articles To Share 
 
How Men v Women Sell 
 
37 Lessons From a Self-Made Millionaire 
 
The Evolution of a Million Dollar Course 
 
How I Manifested 6 Months Paid Luxury Travel 
 
How To Set Better Business Boundaries  
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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PLC 1 Link 
10am ET Monday 24 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Warm-Up Now + PLC 1 LINK  
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Short but practical email - your affiliate links inside... 
 
It’s TIME to start sharing the warm-up articles and planting seeds about the 
upcoming Money Mindset Workshop coming on Thursday (article links are below 
again).   
 
This email contains everything you need to get ready for launch kick-off on 
Thursday.  
 
Here’s your affiliate link for Video 1 of the Money Mindset Workshop: link 
 
Reclaim Your Money Power: Discover the 3 Mistakes That Keep Women 
Entrepreneurs Broke and Exhausted - And How You Can Eliminate Them 
 
This is the link you should use in your email and social media posts planned for 
THURSDAY to promote the video. We also recommend you create a vanity URL 
pointing to this link for use on social media e.g. YourWebsite.com/Denise or 
YourWebsite.com/workshop 
 
Video 1 Swipe Copy: Click Here 
 
Video 1 Promotional Graphics: Click Here 
 
New Denise DT Photos (Super cool): Click Here 
 
You can start promoting this video and eBook using this link via email and social 
media at 9am Eastern US Time on Thursday 27 July 
 
LEADS CONTEST 
 
Remember, our leads contest starts on Thursday and runs until Midnight ET Monday 
31 August - that’s 5 days to engage your entire audience in this launch and achieve 
as many opt-ins as possible. There’s $3,000 in CASH prizes available for the leads 
contest so watch out for the leaderboards in the Facebook Group.   
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If you have any questions or need any additional resources to support you to GO 
BIG on Thursday please let us know at admin@luckybitch.com. 
 
Have a great start to the week, it’s almost time!... 
 
- Team DDT 
 
P.S. Here’s your video 1 affiliate link again. Make sure you personalize the 
introduction email so your tribe is encouraged click this link to opt-in and get access 
to the first video and the eBook… 
 
<AFF LINK> 
 
Reminder of This Week’s Schedule 
 
NOW  - Monday 24 July: Introduce Denise to your list. Share your money mindset 
journey and how Denise has helped. Shared one of our popular articles and plant the 
seed that a major opportunity is coming from Denise... 
 
Thursday 27 July: Money Mindset Workshop = Video 1 + eBook 
 
Send your personalized email and get ready to promote this NEW content across 
ALL of your channels - email, Facebook, Twitter, Insta, Groups, FB Live etc. 
  
Friday 28 July:  
 
● Re-send your Video 1 Email with a different Subject Line to all un-opens  
● Facebook Live to promote the Workshop, Video 1 and eBook (share your 

aha’s) 
 
Introduction / Warm-Up Articles To Share 
 
How Men v Women Sell 
 
37 Lessons From a Self-Made Millionaire 
 
The Evolution of a Million Dollar Course 
 
How I Manifested 6 Months Paid Luxury Travel 
 
How To Set Better Business Boundaries  
 
	  

mailto:admin@luckybitch.com
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If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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48 Hours To Go / PLC 2 Reveal 
Tuesday 25 July 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] PLC 2 - Map To Wealth  
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi  
 
Not long now until we start our launch and begin promoting our launch and video 1 
(9am ET Thursday). 
 
Today’s email is all about VIDEO 2.  
 
(Do not mix up the content of this email with what you are preparing for VIDEO 
1) 
 
We’re giving you all the details about part two of the pre-launch content so you can 
start to prepare BUT this video does not go live until Saturday 29 July. 
 
In the Affiliate Centre you will now see a “PLC 2” tab under which you can: 
 

- Watch Video 2 “The Female Entrepreneurs Map To Wealth” 
- Download the free PDF “Money Bootcamp Map To Wealth”’ 
- Access the Video 2 Swipe Copy  
- Check out new Map To Wealth graphics and banner adverts  

 
Click Here To Check Out The Video 2 Promotional Assets 
 
We expect this to be our best performing piece of pre-launch content so it’s super 
important that you get ready to mail and post about this on Saturday to your full lists.   
 
We will send you your affiliate link to Video 2 on Friday. 
 
Here’s a snapshot of the video and new PDF... 
 
 
- Team DDT 
 
P.S. If you haven’t already shared some of the warm-up articles to introduce Denise 
to your list now is the time. Your tribe are more likely to engage with our launch if 
Denise is familiar to them and they know she is someone that you respect, follow 
and learn from.  
 
 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here.  
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PLC 2 Swipe Copy 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
SWIPE COPY: MONEY SABOTAGES & THE FEMALE ENTREPRENEUR’S MAP 
TO WEALTH [9AM EDT, SATURDAY, JULY 29] 
 
---Subject Line Ideas--- 
 
This simple, proven roadmap will lead you to wealth 
It’s time for women to succeed (this map will show you how) 
Can I literally HAND you the map to wealth in business? 
A map to wealth that’s been proven by 4000+ women 
New FREE eBook from Denise Duffield-Thomas 
Get On The Road To Wealth (FREE step-by-step guide) 
Grab Your Free Copy Now (Money Map For Entrepreneurs) 
How to stop self-sabotage and find wealth 
Options to add to subject line: 
 
[FREE TRAINING] 
[FREE eBOOK] 
[WATCH NOW] 
[DOWNLOAD NOW] 
[PDF DOWNLOAD] 
  
 
---Body Copy 1--- 
 
[NAME], 
 
Did you know that one of the TOP reasons small businesses fail is because they run 
out of money? 
 
No, I’m not here to ruin your day with that fact, but we need to get real if we’re going 
to succeed in business. Better yet, we need to get smart, and we need to come 
together as women (more on that in a minute). 
 
So… what if someone were to basically hand you a roadmap that could show you, 
step-by-step, how to take care of your money sabotages (so your business doesn’t 
become a statistic)? 
 
What if, in fact, there were a simple, proven (and even fun!) way to transform your 
money mindset, breakthrough your money blocks, and start attracting wealth and 
abundance? 
 
Great news: there is. And my friend Denise Duffield-Thomas is generously offering it 
today in a brand-new free training video she’s just released [AFFILIATE LINK]. 
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Denise is quite literally THE go-to for money mindset in the online business world, so 
when she creates anything new, I’m all over it. 
 
If you haven’t heard of Denise Duffield-Thomas, you’re totally missing out. She is a 
7-figure business owner, an award-winning speaker, a bestselling author, and a 
money mentor to tens of thousands of online entrepreneurs. 
 
(She’s also a mom and wife! So, perhaps like you, she pretty much wears a cape.) 
 
I’m particularly excited to share Denise’s new training with you, though, because 
she’s covering a really powerful topic: money sabotages -- and more importantly, 
how to fix them, along with a step-by-step roadmap to attracting more abundance 
into your life. 
 
>> Click here to watch “The Female Entrepreneur’s Map To Wealth” [AFFILIATE 
LINK] 
 
The truth is, we all have money sabotages. For most of us, they just run in the 
background, preventing us from having the wealth and lifestyle we really want (and 
deserve) -- but we don’t notice they’re there. 
 
With Denise’s training, however, you’ll learn how to zero in on the specific ways in 
which you sabotage yourself, so you can quickly shift your habits and start seeing 
results in your life in the way of more income without more work. 
 
In fact you’ll get, for free, one of the most potent exercises Denise uses in her Money 
Bootcamp -- which has helped over 4,000 women clear their money blocks, 
transform their money mindsets, and collectively earn millions more in income, all 
while having a lot more joy and ease in their lives. 
 
You won’t want to miss out on this free training, which lays out Denise’s entire 
(proven!) Money Bootcamp formula to wealth and abundance. 
 
In fact, I recommend you go right now and watch the video, and then download the 
“Map To Wealth” workbook so you can begin taking steps right now to having a more 
abundant business and life. 
 
>> Get free access to the complete “Female Entrepreneur’s Map To Wealth” right 
here. 
 
[NAME], as I mentioned at the beginning of this email… now more than ever, we 
women need to come together in community and support each other’s growth and 
success. 
 
By sharing Denise’s valuable training with you today, it’s my intention to make a 
positive difference in your life and in the world. I hope you’ll take advantage of it, and 
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pass it along to other women who need to hear this message right now. 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
 
P.S. I know that the “Female Entrepreneur’s Map To Wealth” isn’t going to be up for 
too long, so you’ll want to watch it right away so you don’t miss out on Denise’s 
unique Money Bootcamp process and the powerful money sabotage exercise you’ll 
receive. 
 
I highly encourage you to go watch it now! [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
---ENDS--- 
 
---Body Copy 2--- 
 
[NAME], 
 
We’ve been sold a lie. 
 
We’ve been told that if we just follow our dreams, pursue our passions, and throw 
ourselves into our great work, things will all work out and we’ll become successful. 
 
Honestly, though, even though passion can take you far… business success is often 
more about the practical matters. For instance, did you know that one of the TOP 
reasons small businesses fail is simply because they run out of money? 
 
(NOT because the owner “lacked passion” or didn’t work hard enough.) 
 
I’m not here to ruin your day with that fact, but we need to get real if we’re going to 
succeed in business. Better yet, we need to get smart, and we need to come 
together as women (more on that in a minute). 
 
So… what if someone were to basically hand you a roadmap that could show you, 
step-by-step, how to take care of your money sabotages (so your business doesn’t 
become a statistic)? 
 
What if, in fact, there were a simple, proven (and even fun!) way to transform your 
money mindset, breakthrough your money blocks, and start attracting wealth and 
abundance? 
 
Great news: there is. And my friend Denise Duffield-Thomas is generously offering it 
today in a brand-new free training video she’s just released [AFFILIATE LINK]. 
Denise is quite literally THE go-to for money mindset in the online business world, so 
when she creates anything new, I’m all over it. 
 
If you haven’t heard of Denise Duffield-Thomas, you’re totally missing out. She is a 
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7-figure business owner, an award-winning speaker, a bestselling author, and a 
money mentor to tens of thousands of online entrepreneurs. 
 
(She’s also a mom and wife! So, perhaps like you, she pretty much wears a cape.) 
 
I’m particularly excited to share Denise’s new training with you, though, because 
she’s covering a really powerful topic: money sabotages -- and more importantly, 
how to fix them, along with a step-by-step roadmap to attracting more abundance 
into your life. 
 
>> Click here to watch “The Female Entrepreneur’s Map To Wealth” [AFFILIATE 
LINK] 
 
The truth is, we all have money sabotages. For most of us, they just run in the 
background, preventing us from having the wealth and lifestyle we really want (and 
deserve) -- but we don’t notice they’re there. 
 
With Denise’s training, however, you’ll learn how to zero in on the specific ways in 
which you sabotage yourself, so you can quickly shift your habits and start seeing 
results in your life in the way of more income without more work. 
 
In fact you’ll get, for free, one of the most potent exercises Denise uses in her Money 
Bootcamp -- which has helped over 4,000 women clear their money blocks, 
transform their money mindsets, and collectively earn millions more in income, all 
while having a lot more joy and ease in their lives. 
 
You won’t want to miss out on this free training, which lays out Denise’s entire 
(proven!) Money Bootcamp formula to wealth and abundance. 
 
In fact, I recommend you go right now and watch the video, and then download the 
“Map To Wealth” workbook so you can begin taking steps right now to having a more 
abundant business and life. 
 
>> Get free access to the complete “Female Entrepreneur’s Map To Wealth” right 
here. 
 
[NAME], as I mentioned at the beginning of this email… now more than ever, we 
women need to come together in community and support each other’s growth and 
success. 
 
By sharing Denise’s valuable training with you today, it’s my intention to make a 
positive difference in your life and in the world. I hope you’ll take advantage of it, and 
pass it along to other women who need to hear this message right now. 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
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P.S. I know that the “Female Entrepreneur’s Map To Wealth” isn’t going to be up for 
too long, so you’ll want to watch it right away so you don’t miss out on Denise’s 
unique Money Bootcamp process and the powerful money sabotage exercise you’ll 
receive. 
 
I highly encourage you to go watch it now! [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
---ENDS--- 
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24 Hours To Go / Starts Tomorrow 
9am Wednesday 26 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Racers, start your engines… tomorrow we’re ON!  
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi  
 
We’re approaching the starting line, time to check your tires and start your engines. 
 
Our Money Bootcamp 2017 launch starts tomorrow (Thurs 27 July) 
 
This is going to be fun! And remember, we’re in the business of changing lives. 
Being an affiliate for our program can have huge ripple effects throughout your 
community.  
 
Plus nice commissions too ;)  
 
Don’t worry if it seems like there’s a lot going on. I’m here to walk you through the 
process step by step.  
 
You haven’t missed anything yet. There’s still time to write your introduction email to 
promote Denise and video 1…  
 
Do that now and have it scheduled to go at 9am Eastern US Thursday 27 July. 
 
Then plan to follow up with a social media post or Facebook Live to introduce 
Denise, the new Money Mindset Workshop (which includes video 1 and a new free 
ebook called “Reclaim Your Money Power”). 
 
Our new pre-launch content is the best we’ve ever had and your community will love 
it. You can feel confident is sharing this free video workshop with your people - we’ve 
crammed it full of value and the eBook is beautiful. 
 
This launch is such a great opportunity for your people to start working with Denise 
on their money mindset and for you to earn a great commission. 
 
You will earn 50% commission on each sale (Upwards of $748) as well as have a 
chance to win over $20,000 in cash prizes.  
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Thank you for your support in making this our best launch ever. 
 
Denise has recorded a special message for you… listen here.  
 
Your success is our success. We’re here to help if you need anything.  
 
Let’s enjoy the ride. 
 
- Team DDT 
 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Day 1 Contest 
4pm ET Wednesday 26 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] New Prize for You   
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey 
 
Super quick email. Are you ready to launch Money Mindset Workshop Video 1 
TOMORROW? 
 
You can mail at 9am Eastern US Thursday 27 July…  
 
Tomorrow is a very important day for us all.  
 
Super excited does not even come close to how much we’re looking forward to 
seeing the reaction to video 1 and the “Reclaim Your Money Power” eBook.  
 
Our $3,000 leads contest starts tomorrow and to be in with a chance of winning you 
MUST start strong - get those emails and social media posts ready to go. 
 
------------------ 
NEW PRIZE 
------------------ 
 
To make things really exciting, I’m announcing a $250 Amazon Voucher for the 
affiliate partner that generates the most opt-ins tomorrow (Day 1 - up to 11:59pm 
Thurs 27 July). 
 
Plus EVERYONE that generates 100 opt-ins tomorrow gets a $25 voucher.  
 
Here’s what to do right now: Schedule your Video 1 Email and Facebook Posts/Ads 
for 9am ET Us Thursday. 
 
Cool bananas! This is going to rock 
 
x Mark (the competitive DT) & Denise 
 
P.S. Here are your links: 
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Swipe copy & graphics: here 
 
Your affiliate link to video 1 is: LINK 
 
 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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PLC 1 LIVE 
9am Thursday 27 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] DAY 1 > MAIL NOW = VIDEO 1 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
BOOM... We’re LIVE!! 
 
The Money Mindset Workshop Video 1 & the “Reclaim Your Money Power” eBook 
are now LIVE… 
 
Your affiliate link is: link 
 
Swipe copy & graphics are here 
 
MAIL & SHARE now to kick start this launch! 
 
<insert this gif of typing - https://giphy.com/gifs/start-9DkT78OOEFoxG/>  
 
 
----------------------------- 
Leads Contest Is ON 
----------------------------- 
 
Our leads contest starts now with over $3,000 of cash prizes on offer and we’ll 
update the leaderboard in the Facebook group. 
 
1st Place = $2,000 
2nd Place = $750 
3rd Place = $250 
 
Remember… there is a Day 1 Leads Prize of $250 for TODAY plus 
 
EVERYONE that generates 100 opt-ins today receives a $25 voucher. 
 
We’re wishing you the best for this launch. We know you’re going to do great… 
 
Most of all we hope that together we can have fun and help your community. Thank 
you again. 
 

https://giphy.com/gifs/start-9DkT78OOEFoxG/
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M & D 
 

 
 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Webinar Copy 
3pm Thursday 27 July 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Video 2 Link + Webinar Swipe Copy 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Woohoo! <Happy Dance> 
 
It’s only been a few hours so far but the response already to video 1 is looking great. 
 
It’s not too late if you haven’t mailed and posted on social yet ⇒ Do it now. 
 
This email contains your Video 2 LINK plus copy and link to promote our Live 
Webinar.  
 
--------------------------- 
Video 2 Link 
--------------------------- 
 
Your affiliate link for Video 2 is: 
 
The swipe copy and promo images are in the affiliate centre. Plus personalize this 
email and plan to send it on Saturday morning US time. 
 
--------------------------- 
Tracking Stats 
--------------------------- 
 
You can monitor the tracking stats for your links and monitor your number of opt-ins 
in your InfusionSoft Affiliate Account here: 
 
URL 
Username: 
Password: 
 
Remember there's a $25 voucher for all partners that hit 100 leads today. 
 
--------------------------- 
Webinar Promotion 
--------------------------- 
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Denise will be sharing 5 incredible and proven strategies for money mindset 
transformation live with thousands of women on this call - it will be special. 
 
We will also OPEN the cart for Money Bootcamp on this call and offer a FAST 
ACTION BONUS. 
 
This is a fantastic opportunity for your tribe to connect with Denise. We highly 
recommend an email on Sunday about why you’re excited for the free webinar and 
telling your audience how valuable and rare it is to be able to connect directly with 
Denise live and learn some of the tools and techniques she teaches in her high-end 
programs.  
 
Here’s all the details... 
 
Free Live Webinar: 5 Strategies To Upgrade Your Money Mindset 
With Denise Duffield-Thomas 
 
Monday 31 July 2017 
6pm Eastern | 3pm Pacific | 11pm London | 8am Tuesday 1 August Sydney 
 
Your affiliate link for Webinar Registration: link 
 
Swipe copy and promotional graphics here 
 
You can send this Webinar email at 9am Sunday 30 July… 
 
This webinar is an immediate awesome conversion opportunity for us and can get 
your sales off to a good start and put you at the top of the Sales Content and in with 
a chance to bag the $8,000 top prize. 
 
ACTION: Schedule your email and social media posts: 
 
9am ET Saturday >> Promote Video 2 & Map To Wealth PDF 
 
9am ET Sunday >> Promote “Mindset Upgrade” Webinar  
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Let’s keep the early momentum going - there’s a $250 voucher for the most opt-ins 
on Day 1… watch the Facebook Group for updates.  
 
Thanks, Mark 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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PLC 3 Swipe Copy 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
LIVE WEBINAR: 5 STRATEGIES TO UPGRADE YOUR MONEY MINDSET 
 
---Subject Line Ideas--- 
 
This woman will totally transform your money story 
Will you be one of the ones who “makes it” in business? 
Get a “money mindset upgrade” (5 strategies) 
These 5 strategies could make ALL the difference in your business 
Brand-New LIVE Training with Denise Duffield-Thomas 
Get these 5 “money mindset upgrade” strategies (free LIVE webinar) 
A special invitation for you (this is seriously a “must-do”) 
Options to add to subject line: 
 
[FREE TRAINING] 
[FREE eBOOK] 
[WATCH NOW] 
[DOWNLOAD NOW] 
[PDF DOWNLOAD] 
---Body Copy 1--- 
 
Hi [NAME], 
 
I don’t recommend a lot of things, but there is a must-attend event I want you to 
know about. 
 
My friend Denise Duffield-Thomas is holding a free live online class [AFFILIATE 
LINK] this Monday, July 31 at 6PM Eastern -- and I REALLY want you to be there. 
 
There are three reasons why. 
 
First of all, Denise Duffield-Thomas will totally transform your money life for the 
better. 
 
That’s no exaggeration. She’s widely regarded as the go-to money mindset mentor 
for women entrepreneurs who want to ditch their old money stories and habits and 
start succeeding financially -- while having an easier lifestyle AND a bigger impact on 
the world. 
 
In only a few short years, Denise has created a multi-million dollar enterprise from 
scratch (while raising a young family!). She’s an award-winning speaker, bestselling 
author, and has influenced the lives of tens of thousands of online entrepreneurs 
through her books, programs, and other transformational materials. 
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Secondly, this is not your ordinary webinar. 
 
Denise’s down-to-earth style is incredibly refreshing, especially considering she runs 
a 7-figure business and has a huge online following. One of the things I love about 
Denise is that she lays everything out in a very transparent, easy-to-understand way. 
Plus, she really walks her talk and walks alongside those she teaches. 
 
Third (and most important), what you’ll learn could be the difference between 
success and failure in your business. 
 
I’m not saying that to freak you out or be overly dramatic. You may have noticed, 
however, that not everyone is successful in business. One of the key factors that 
Denise has identified (and built her work around) is that your money mindset can 
absolutely determine whether you’ll be one of the ones who “makes it” in business or 
not.   
 
That’s why she’s created this new live event, where she’ll unpack her “Top 5 
Strategies To Upgrade Your Money Mindset.” 
 
>> Reserve your seat right here (it’s happening this Monday, July 31 at 6PM Eastern 
time). [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
I had to share this special event with you because I suspect that, like many other 
women in business, you want both financial success AND to make a difference on 
the planet. 
 
And Denise’s message is pretty clear: when you’re doing well financially, then you 
can help more people. It’s not just about the money (though her strategies will 
definitely help you make more of it!) but about stepping into your role as a wealthy, 
empowered leader in your business and life. 
 
This message is so timely for where we are as a society right now, and it’ll apply 
directly to you in your business, too (whether you’re already successful and want to 
get to the next level, or are struggling with overworking and underearning). 
 
>> Click here to reserve your spot in this game-changing live webinar. [AFFILIATE 
LINK] 
 
You’ll discover the 5 strategies female entrepreneurs like you can use to upgrade 
your money mindset -- AND you’ll learn how you can get Denise’s help along your 
money journey, and join a movement of thousands of women as we change the way 
we think and feel about money - forever. 
 
Go ahead and register for the webinar even if you can’t join live, because there will 
be a replay (but you can only get it if you register!). 
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Get Denise’s “Top 5 Strategies To Upgrade Your Money Mindset” by registering 
here. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
 
P.S. Tomorrow Denise will open registration for the NEW Money Bootcamp Live 
2017. I highly recommend it and I’ll send you more info soon. But for now, register 
for this webinar - it will be awesome. Here’s my link to reserve your spot: [AFFILIATE 
LINK] 
 
[Affiliate Disclaimer] 
 
---ENDS--- 
 
---Body Copy 2--- 
 
Hi [NAME], 
 
When you look at your business and life, what does it tell you about your money 
mindset? 
 
Do you see thriving financials? A lifestyle that matches your desires? A deep impact 
on those you’re meant to serve? 
 
Or do you find yourself playing small, feeling scared about money, constantly 
overworking and undercharging -- and asking yourself when (if ever) you’re going to 
get your “money situation” figured out and start creating the business you envisioned 
when you first started out? 
 
There are a LOT of women who find themselves in that second category (so if that’s 
you, please don’t feel bad about it). 
 
The great news is, if you’re ready to change all that, then I have something very 
special to share with you today. 
 
My friend Denise Duffield-Thomas is holding a free live online class [AFFILIATE 
LINK] this Monday, July 31 at 6PM Eastern -- and I REALLY want you to be there. 
 
There are three reasons why. 
 
First of all, Denise Duffield-Thomas will totally transform your money life for the 
better. 
 
That’s no exaggeration. She’s widely regarded as the go-to money mindset mentor 
for women entrepreneurs who want to ditch their old money stories and habits and 
start succeeding financially -- while having an easier lifestyle AND a bigger impact on 
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the world. 
 
In only a few short years, Denise has created a multi-million dollar enterprise from 
scratch (while raising a family!). She’s an award-winning speaker, bestselling author, 
and has influenced the lives of tens of thousands of online entrepreneurs through her 
books, programs, and other transformational materials. 
 
Secondly, this is not your ordinary webinar. 
 
Denise’s down-to-earth style is incredibly refreshing, especially considering she runs 
a 7-figure business and has a following in the hundreds of thousands. One of the 
things I love about Denise is that she lays everything out in a very transparent, easy-
to-understand way. Plus, she really walks her talk and walks alongside those she 
teaches. 
 
Third (and most important), what you’ll learn could be the difference between 
success and failure in your business. 
 
I’m not saying that to freak you out or be overly dramatic. You may have noticed, 
however, that not everyone is successful in business. One of the key factors that 
Denise has identified (and built her work around) is that your money mindset can 
absolutely determine whether you’ll be one of the ones who “makes it” in business or 
not.   
 
That’s why she’s created this new live event, where she’ll unpack her “Top 5 
Strategies To Upgrade Your Money Mindset.” 
 
>> Reserve your seat right here (it’s happening this Monday, July 31 at 6PM Eastern 
time). [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
[NAME], I had to share this special event with you because I suspect that, like many 
other women in business, you want both financial success AND to make a difference 
on the planet. 
 
And Denise’s message is pretty clear: when you’re doing well financially, then you 
can help more people. It’s not just about the money (though her strategies will 
definitely help you make more of it!) but about stepping into your role as a wealthy, 
empowered leader in your business and life. 
 
This message is so timely for where we are as a society right now, and it’ll apply 
directly to you in your business, too (whether you’re already successful and want to 
get to the next level, or are struggling with overworking and underearning). 
 
>> Click here to reserve your spot in this game-changing live webinar. [AFFILIATE 
LINK] 
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You’ll discover the 5 strategies female entrepreneurs like you can use to upgrade 
your money mindset -- AND you’ll learn how you can get Denise’s help along your 
money journey, and join a movement of thousands of women as we change the way 
we think and feel about money - forever. 
 
Go ahead and register for the webinar even if you can’t join live, because there will 
be a replay (but you can only get it if you register!). 
 
Get Denise’s “Top 5 Strategies To Upgrade Your Money Mindset” by registering 
here. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
 
P.S. Tomorrow Denise will open registration for the NEW Money Bootcamp Live 
2017. I highly recommend it and I’ll send you more info soon. But for now, register 
for this webinar - it will be awesome. Here’s my link to reserve your spot: [AFFILIATE 
LINK] 
 
[Affiliate Disclaimer] 
 
---ENDS--- 
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Day 1 Leaderboard  
9am Friday 28 July  
From: Mark  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Day 1 Leaderboard & Video 2 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Wowza! What a BIG first day… you’re crushing it! 
 
7,000 on the launch list already! 
 
We’ve got a hot one!!  
 
The leaderboard is already lighting up (see below). 
 
Congrats to the 9 awesome affiliate partners earn a $25 Amazon voucher yesterday 
for hitting 100 opt-ins on Day 1 but who took out the $250?... 
 
This launch is going to move quick. Video 2 comes out TOMORROW.  
 
ACTION 1: Re-send your Video 1 email to your un-opens today & post on social 
media / FB Live 
 
ACTION 2: Make sure you’re ready for Video 2 TOMORROW morning (deets below) 
 
--------------------------- 
Day 1 Leaderboard 
--------------------------- 
 
Kapow! Ann Wilson hits the front first and smashes Day 1 to take home the $250 
voucher! Here’s the Day 1 Leads Contest Leaderboard... 
 
1 = Ann Wilson 
2 = Kari Samuels  
3 = Eva Gregory 
4 = Natalie MacNeil 
5 = Jen Wittman 
6 = Jeanna Gabellini 
7 = Michelle Childs 
8 = Lisa Jacobs 
9 = Sigrun Gudjonsdottir 
10 = Nikki Elledge Brown 
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Special mention to all the following ladies who also hit 50+ leads on Day 1… Sabrina 
Truscott, Rachel Cook, Claire Pelletreau, Naomi Findlay and Katie Lee - love your 
work.  
 
We’ve got $3,000 cash prizes for the leads contest that runs until cart open time. 
Awesome start everyone, but don’t stop now… 
 
------------------------------ 
Video 2 - GET READY 
------------------------------ 
 
You can watch video 2 and download the “Map To Wealth” PDF here. 
 
We expect this to be a killer piece of content… it’s new, it’s super detailed and 
helpful. Your community get the opportunity to do a sample exercise straight from 
Bootcamp about uncovering their money sabotages… they’ll love it. 
 
It’s absolutely vital that you share this with your audience TOMORROW Saturday 29 
July at 9am Eastern US.  
 
Here’s everything you need: 
Your video 2 affiliate link: link 
Video 2 swipe copy & graphics: here 
 
<insert PDF 2 related graphics>  
 
We’re so proud of the start we’ve made to this launch. Let’s take it to the next level. 
 
X Team DDT  
 
P.S. The Live Webinar with Denise is scheduled for 6pm ET Monday 31 July.  
 
On Sunday you can email a webinar promotion email to get your tribe registered for 
this call. 
 
Here’s the details... 
 
Free Live Webinar: 5 Strategies To Upgrade Your Money Mindset 
With Denise Duffield-Thomas 
 
Monday 31 July 2017 
6pm Eastern | 3pm Pacific | 11pm London | 8am Tuesday 1 August Sydney 
 
Your affiliate link for Webinar Registration: link 
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Swipe copy and promotional graphics here 
 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Open Cart Swipe 
1pm Friday 28 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Swipe Copy & Link - Open Cart  
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey 
 
The cart for Money Bootcamp 2017 officially OPENS on 9am ET Tuesday 1st 
August. (Check Your Time Zone Here) 
 
This is coming round fast and it’s going to be big.  
 
You can send your OPEN CART email at 9am Tuesday 1st August 
 
Your affiliate link is: LINK 
 
(Do not share this link until Tuesday - the sales page is still being tested and 
improved.) 
 
The open cart swipe copy is here 
 
The open cart graphics and banner adverts are here 
 
It’s VITAL that you take some time to personalize the open cart email and that it 
goes to your full list. Your tribe want to know what Bootcamp is and why you 
passionately recommend Denise and the course.  
 
This is the first opportunity people have to join and the Early Bird Save $500 Price is 
only available for 36 HOURS so we need people to decide, commit and join.  
 
Every sale is worth at least $748 to you and we have $20,000 in cash prizes 
available. This can be our biggest and best launch and we’d love to send you a big 
commission payment! 
 
Here’s a summary of the key actions for the next few days: 
 
9am ET Saturday 29 July > Mail - Video 2 - ‘Map To Wealth” 
 
9am ET Sunday 30 July > Mail - Webinar Invite  
 
Morning, Monday 31 July > Webinar Reminder / Re-send to unopens 
 
6pm ET Monday 31 July > Free Live Webinar: 5 Strategies To Upgrade Your Money 
Mindset 
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9am ET Tuesday 1 August > Mail - Open Cart 
 
Keep an eye on the Facebook Group for Leads Contest leaderboard updates and let 
us know if you have any questions.  
 
Thanks,  
 
Mark & Denise 
 
P.S. Make sure your Video 2 email and social media post are scheduled for 9am ET 
tomorrow (Saturday). Do this first now.  
 
Open Cart Swipe Copy 
 
CART OPEN 
 
---Subject Line Ideas--- 
 
You really need to see this (time-sensitive!) 
Huge opportunity… join now 
The best just got better (registration open) 
New Money Bootcamp Live 
Options to add to subject line: 
 
[NEW] 
[OPEN NOW] 
[ENROLL NOW] 
[DOORS OPEN] 
[EARLY BIRD OFFER] 
---Body Copy 1--- 
 
Hi [NAME], 
 
I had to make sure you saw this, because it’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 
 
My friend Denise Duffield-Thomas has JUST opened the doors to her brand-new, 
completely re-designed and upgraded LIVE 2017 Money Bootcamp. [AFFILIATE 
LINK] 
 
(Keep reading for the “once-in-a-lifetime” part -- it’s totally worth it!) 
 
In case you haven’t heard yet, Money Bootcamp is THE money mindset program for 
women who want to transform their money stories and finally earn the income they 
deserve. 
 
This is a game-changing experience that is about much more than just money. Yes, 
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when you join Money Bootcamp you’ll gain the tools, mentorship, and community to 
drastically increase your income. 
 
What’s really great about Bootcamp, though, is that Denise’s mission is to empower 
women to step into their roles as the leaders they’re meant to be -- in their lives and 
businesses. 
 
This program will touch every aspect of your life in a positive way -- and Denise has 
thousands of happy Bootcampers who are living proof of that. 
 
So here’s the once-in-a-lifetime bit: Denise is offering a limited-time savings of $500 
USD off the regular price, for those who act quickly and reserve their spot in the next 
36 hours (until 9PM Eastern time on August 2). 
 
This special offer will NEVER come around again, though. Once it’s gone, it’s gone 
forever. 
 
>> Go here to get all the details of the program, reserve your spot, and take 
advantage of that once-in-a-lifetime offer. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
I’ve shared with you that Denise Duffield-Thomas is a total rockstar. She’s an 
incredibly down-to-earth, yet inspiring role model for empowering women with wealth 
and abundance. 
 
And guess what? When you enroll in the 2017 LIVE Round of Money Bootcamp right 
now, you not only get to redeem that special discount, but you also get Denise right 
alongside you during the program, walking you through each and every lesson live. 
 
Denise runs a 7-figure business she created from nothing in only a few short years. 
She’s raising a family. She has a happy marriage. She genuinely cares about the 
women in her community. She’s seriously a great role model for what it means to be 
a successful, fulfilled woman in business today. 
 
Believe me when I say, you could do no better than to have her as your personal 
money mentor while you transform your money mindset and learn to attract more 
abundance into your life than ever before. 
 
If I were you, I would NOT miss this opportunity to join Denise and a global 
community of thousands of brilliant women united in sisterhood and a desire for 
greater abundance (for themselves and the world), for the next 6 weeks in her 2017 
Live Money Bootcamp. 
 
Click here to get all details and to register. 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
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P.S. Remember, the once-in-a-lifetime $500 savings is ONLY available for 36 hours 
- YOU MUST ACT NOW. Your registration must come through before 9PM Eastern 
time on Wednesday, August 2nd if you want to redeem your $500 savings! 
 
>> Click here to reserve your spot in Money Bootcamp LIVE before the price 
increases $500 at 9:01pm on Wednesday August 2. 
 
[Affiliate Disclaimer] 
 
---ENDS--- 
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PLC 2 LIVE & Webinar  
9am Saturday 29 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] MAIL NOW > PLC 2 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi  
 
Welcome to Day 3 of our Money Bootcamp Launch! We’re thrilled with the response 
to Video 1 and can’t to see the momentum go to a new level today. Here’s two 
VITAL updates: 
 
------------------------------- 
Video 2 >> MAIL NOW 
------------------------------- 
Video 2 of the  Money Mindset Workshop & the “Map To Wealth” PDF are now 
LIVE… 
 
Your affiliate link is: link 
 
Swipe copy & graphics are here 
 
Time to MAIL & SHARE now… this is going to be a hot piece of content.  
 
Here’s some screenshots of key pages you can also share… 
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------------------------------------------- 
Leads Contest LEADERBOARD 
------------------------------------------- 
After 48 hours, here’s the current standings with $3,000 of cash on the line... 
 
1 = Kari Samuels 
2 = Eva Gregory 
3 = Ann Wilson 
4 = Natalie MacNeil 
5 = Nathalie Lussier 
6 = Jeanna Gabellini 
7 = Sigrun Gudjonsdottir 
8 = Jen Wittman 
9 = Julie Cairns 
10 = Michelle Childs 
 
Shout out to these awesome ladies who are also doing great and just outside the 
Top 10; Lisa Jacobs and Nikki Elledge Brown.  
 
Keep up the great work guys, this launch is flying - jump in and enjoy the ride!  
 
Mark & Denise 
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P.S. Watch out for an email later today - we’re going to announce another affiliate 
prize... 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Webinar Opt-In Contest 
3pm ET Saturday 29 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Mo’ Money for You (Webinar Opt-Ins) 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey 
 
I’ve got some EXTRA motivation for you today… 
 
Are you ready to promo the Money Mindset Webinar TOMORROW? 
 
You can mail at 9am Eastern US Sunday 30 July…  
 
Webinars with Denise are EPIC - fun, down-to-earth, emotional and thought 
provoking…  
 
Live on the call Denise will open the cart, promote Bootcamp and offer a fast action 
bonus so getting you leads registered for the call is a HUGE opportunity for you!  
 
------------------ 
NEW PRIZE 
------------------ 
 
Here’s a nice kicker… some BONUS cash for the affiliate partners that score the 
MOST WEBINAR REGISTRATIONS!  
 
1st = $250 
2nd = $100 
3rd = $50  
 
This will be a great call and it marks the start of Sales Contest so make sure you’re 
ready for tomorrow’s webinar email.  
 
Thanks for your support as always 
 
Mark & Denise 
 
P.S. Here are your links: 
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Your affiliate link to the Webinar is: LINK 
 
Webinar Swipe copy & graphics: here 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Webinar LIVE 
9am Sunday 30 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] MAIL NOW > Webinar + LEADERBOARD  
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi  
 
OMG! People are loving the Map To Wealth! If you haven’t shared it yet - definitely 
jump on it! (Also worth a re-send to unopens!). 
 
Here’s the key updates for today: 
 
------------------------------------------- 
ACTION: MAIL NOW > Webinar  
------------------------------------------- 
It’s time to invite your tribe to register for our Money Mindset Upgrade webinar… 
 
Your affiliate link is: link 
 
Swipe copy & graphics are here 
 
Time to MAIL & SHARE… we’re hoping to have more than a thousand women join 
us on the call tomorrow.  
 
Remember, there’s $250 cash for the partner with the most webinar registrations!  
 
------------------------------------------- 
SALES PAGE LINK 
------------------------------------------- 
The cart opens at 9am Tuesday 1st August. Do not share this link before then. We 
are still testing and tweaking the sales page but here is your link so you can prepare 
for Open Cart: 
 
Your SALES PAGE affiliate link is: link 
 
Open Cart swipe copy & graphics are here 
 
 
------------------------------------------- 
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Leads Contest LEADERBOARD 
------------------------------------------- 
After Day 3, here’s the current standings with $3,000 of cash on the line... 
 
1 = Kari Samuels (Strong lead, can anyone catch her?) 
2 = Eva Gregory (Heading for $750?) 
3 = Ann Wilson (Can you move back up the podium? 
4 = Jeanna Gabellini (Today’s big mover) 
5 = Julie Cairns (Big jump from 9th) 
6 = Natalie MacNeil (Doing great) 
7 = Nathalie Lussier (Keep pushing!) 
8 = Sigrun Gudjonsdottir (Gud jon ya!) 
9 = Jen Wittman (Holding firm) 
10 = Michelle Childs (Another push coming?) 
 
What a list of amazing wonder women - love your work. Things are also heating up 
in positions 11-20 with some new partners making a push… good work Elizabeth 
Purvis, Patricia Lohan, Courtney Johnston and Rachel Cook. 
 
Great work everyone, speak soon.  
 
Mark & Denise 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Early Bird / Payment Plan Swipe  
1pm Sunday 30 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Swipe Copy - Early Bird & Payment Plan 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey 
 
It’s looking like another awesome day with great numbers of people going through 
part two of our Money Mindset Workshop and registering for the Webinar - keep it 
going! 
 
Remember there’s $500 in prizes for the affiliates with the most Webinar 
Registrations... 
 
This email contains two KEY pieces swipe copy for during the open cart period to 
help you MAXIMISE sales $$$. 
 
------------------------------- 
Early Bird Price Ending 
------------------------------- 
 
Saving $500 on Money Bootcamp is a massive deal. That’s a 25% saving and this is 
the LAST time people will be able to join at $1,497 before the price goes up forever. 
 
The Early Bird Price ends at 9pm ET Wednesday 2nd August. 
 
On Wednesday morning you *NEED* to send an email to you list about the price 
ending and your bonuses. This is the best time to buy - they really won’t want to miss 
out on the early bird price.  
 
We’ve added new ‘Early Bird” swipe copy and graphics to the Affiliate Centre and 
recommend you send AT LEAST one email on Wednesday morning.  
 
Pro Tip: You can treat the end of the Early Bird Price like a mini Cart Close day. The 
opportunity to save $500 is BIG and it ends at 9p Wednesday SO an extra email or 
two, a FB live and even some surprise new bonuses on Wednesday afternoon will 
help you achieve more sales. 
 
--------------------------------------- 
Payment Plan Announcement 
--------------------------------------- 
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When the price increases to $1,997 we will announce an Extended Payment Plan. 
 
Your leads will be able to get started in Money Bootcamp for ONLY $397 and spread 
the cost over 6 MONTHS!  
 
This is incredible value. Whenever we announce a payment plan we see a big boost 
in sales - this means a big boost in commission for YOU!  
 
You will make more commission if your tribe know about the payment plan and are 
encouraged to join at this amazing price.  
 
Payment Plan swipe copy and graphics are now in the Affiliate Centre as well for you 
to mail at 9am ET Thursday 3 August. Do not share information about the payment 
plan until AFTER the early bird price ends. 
 
*** During our 2016 launch, the day we announced an extended payment plan 
generated over $100,000 in sales - make sure you’re part of the ACTION!  
 
--------------------------------------- 
Schedule Reminder 
--------------------------------------- 
 
Have you scheduled the following promotional activities? 
 
>> Re-send Video 2 emails to unopens  
 
>> Monday 31 July = Reminders about the 6pm ET Webinar 
 
>> 9am ET Tues 1 August = Open Cart Email (swipe and link in Affiliate Centre) 
 
We’re now almost half way through this launch. This is the time to double down your 
commitment to share this great content and message. It’s almost time to open the 
cart and when we do, you’re going to want to be ready - it is going to be fun.  
 
Thank you! 
 
Mark & Denise 
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Early Bird Ending Swipe Copy 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
EARLY BIRD ENDING 
 
---Subject Line--- 
 
Don’t miss out, NAME (this is soooo good!) 
This gets my highest endorsement (here’s why) 
Ends in five, four, three, two… 
No FOMO, just good decision-making (details inside) 
 
Options to add to subject line : 
 
[EXPIRES SOON!] 
[REDEEM YOUR $500 OFFER] 
[EARLY BIRD OFFER] 
[OFFER ENDS SOON] 
 
---Body Copy 1--- 
 
Hey NAME, 
 
I’ll get right to it. 
 
If you haven’t yet grabbed your seat in Denise Duffield-Thomas’s Money Bootcamp 
LIVE, you are REALLY missing out, especially because her incredible $500-off early 
bird special offer [AFFILIATE LINK TO SALES PAGE] is about to end in X hours. 
 
And, I get it -- there are a TON of courses these days. How do you choose? 
 
Here’s what I look for: 
 
Whether the leader really walks her talk (or if she’s broke and barely scraping by) 
How interested the leader is in your actual success (and not just her own brand and 
fame) 
Whether the content is inspiring, useful, actionable, and digestible (meaning, “Can I 
actually DO this or will I get overwhelmed?”) 
What the community is like -- is it warm, supportive, and full of brilliant like-minded 
women (or is half-dead and limping along, with a leader who only pokes her head in 
a few times a year?) 
Denise and her Money Bootcamp meet All. Of. These. Requirements. 
 
(And then some!) 
 
I’ve shared this before, but I want to re-iterate: Denise has a successful, multi-million 
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dollar business that she runs with total transparency. There’s no drama behind the 
scenes, she’s super up-front about her journey, her income, her challenges and her 
victories. 
 
Plus, she’s really right there with you -- like a good friend or a sister who really wants 
you to succeed. 
 
Her Money Bootcamp is off-the-charts amazing in its content. There’s no fluff, and 
everything is super-actionable and speaking of the community - there’s just 
something magical about it - every member is there to support you so you never feel 
behind or left out. EVER. 
 
Plus, Denise is in there all the time -- all year round sharing her absolute best stuff to 
help you (Unlike a lot of guru-types who seem to kind of hold you at arm’s length, 
you know what I mean?). It’s a fantastic way to get connected with the vibe and 
energy of a million-dollar mentor at an incredibly affordable investment. 
 
Have I convinced you that Money Bootcamp is worth your time and investment? I 
sure hope so, because honestly -- I can’t recommend this program highly enough. 
 
>> Click here to reserve your spot in Money Bootcamp and redeem your $500 
savings before it’s gone. [AFFILIATE LINK TO SALES PAGE] 
 
And, just so I’m super clear: you are being invited to join Money Bootcamp right now 
at a limited-time savings of $500 off the regular price. 
 
This early bird price ends at 9pm ET Wed 2nd August and will NEVER come around 
again. Once it’s gone, it’s gone. 
 
 
Go here to learn about everything you get when you join Money Bootcamp and to 
reserve your spot. [AFFILIATE LINK TO SALES PAGE] 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
 
P.S. Money Bootcamp isn’t just about money. Of course, it’s THE place to be if 
you’re interested in dramatically increasing your income! But it’s more than that. It’s 
about becoming an empowered woman who confidently occupies the role of leader 
in your business and life. 
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We need more empowered women leaders in the world today, don’t you think? 
 
>> Reserve your spot now in Money Bootcamp LIVE at $500 off. [AFFILIATE LINK 
TO SALES PAGE] 
 
[Affiliate Disclaimer] 
 
---ENDS--- 
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Payment Plan Swipe Copy 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN 
 
---Subject Line--- 
 
I can’t believe she did this! (very cool) 
If you’ve been thinking about Money Bootcamp… 
Special payment plan for Money Bootcamp! 
Money Bootcamp for only $397? 
Is this crazy? (you decide) 
 
Options to add to subject line : 
 
[NEW] 
[BRAND-NEW] 
[TIME-SENSITIVE] 
[NEW PAYMENT PLAN] 
 
---Body Copy 1--- 
 
Hi NAME, 
 
“That’s crazy!” 
 
...was what I said when I heard that Denise Duffield-Thomas was offering a brand-
new extended payment plan on her 2017 Live Bootcamp. 
 
Okay, I didn’t actually say that, but I might have thought it. 
 
And then I realized, it’s not crazy at all, because it gives MORE women the chance 
to get into this all-new program while it’s still available LIVE (with all the bonuses and 
extras that come with it!). 
 
So, here’s Denise’s awesome offer: you can now get into the program for an initial 
payment of only $397, and then spread your enrollment out over 6 months. 
 
Go here to get yourself hooked up with this sweet deal! [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
In case you’ve missed my previous emails Denise opened registration for her NEW 
Money Bootcamp Live 2017 game-changing money mindset course this week and 
the DOORS CLOSE TOMORROW at 9pm ET Friday 4 August. 
 
(It’s soooo good, and it won’t be up for too much longer, so you’ll want to go take a 
look as soon as you can!) 
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If you’re already all caught up on her free training series, and you’ve heard about her 
amazing Money Bootcamp, which has already helped thousands of women clear 
their money blocks, transform their money mindsets, and collectively earn millions 
more in income, all while having a lot more joy and ease in their lives... 
 
And yet you’ve STILL been on the fence -- well, this may just be the sign you were 
waiting for in order to make your decision, no? 
 
Remember, this is the ONLY live Bootcamp Denise will be doing this year. When you 
join, you’ll instantly become part of one of the strongest and most supportive 
communities of women online. And the program content has just reached its best 
level yet -- with all-new videos, workbooks, and other content, all designed to 
transform your money situation like never before. 
 
It’s important that you know, this new extended payment plan is only good until 
enrollment closes, at 9PM Eastern time on Friday, August 4. At 9:01PM, the 
payment plan ends and the doors to the live program close for good. 
 
Go here to reserve your spot in Money Bootcamp Live with the extended payment 
plan. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
If you’ve decided that this offer is “just crazy enough to work” for you… then 
congratulations! 
 
I’m 100% positive you’ll be thrilled with your decision to join Denise Duffield-
Thomas’s Live 2017 Money Bootcamp course and community. 
 
 
Go here now and reserve your spot, starting at only $397! [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
 
P.S. Remember, if you want to take advantage of this special payment plan, you 
need to be quick. Enrollment closes at 9PM Eastern Friday, August 4 and after that 
the payment plan disappears and the doors to this live round close forever. 
 
>> Click here to enroll in the 2017 Live Money Bootcamp for an initial payment of 
only $397. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
[Affiliate Disclaimer] 
 
---ENDS--- 
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Webinar Reminder 
8am Monday 31 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Webinar Reminder & Leaderboard   
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Go Team!  
 
OMG! People are loving the Map To Wealth! If you haven’t shared it yet - definitely 
jump on it! (Also worth a re-send to unopens!).  
 
There’s 1 day to go in our Leads Contests with $3,000 cash on the line PLUS $500 
for the most webinar optins, so here’s the key updates for today: 
 
--------------------------------------- 
ACTION: Webinar Reminder  
--------------------------------------- 
The Live Money Mindset Upgrade webinar is today at 6pm ET Monday 31 July 
(check your timezone here). 
 
We’ve had over 3,000 already register for the call!! But we know we can do more!  
 
Here’s the current standing for the Webinar Opt-In Competition with $500 of prizes: 
 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  
 
Time for another mail about the webinar. Not only are we cramming this webinar of 
great teaching and mindset hacks and strategies but Denise will be giving early 
access to Money Bootcamp on the call and we’ll drop a cool “Webinar Only” bonus.  
 
This call is your first conversion opportunity to kick start the sales contest with a 
bang!  
 
We highly recommend an email and social media post today to remind your tribe 
about today’s webinar and encourage them to join Denise live.  
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Here’s everything you need to get as many people on the call as possible: 
 
Your affiliate link is: link 
Swipe copy & graphics are here 
 
Pro-Tip: Make sure you personalize this message - share your experience of working 
with Denise and the energy of her webinar calls as well as the benefits to your 
community for being on the call.  
 
Make sure you spell out what’s in it for them… 5 practical strategies to start 
upgrading their money mindset, free coaching from a multi-millionaire dollar business 
leader and heart centred entrepreneur, mum and goddess, opportunity to learn about 
NEW Money Bootcamp and secure special offer and bonuses.  
 
Remember, there’s $500 cash for the partners with the most webinar registrations!  
 
------------------------------------------- 
Leads Contest LEADERBOARD 
------------------------------------------- 
So with 4 days of Pre-Launch period down and 1 to go, here’s the current leads 
leaderboard: 
 
1 = Kari Samuels 
2 = Ann Wilson 
3 = Eva Gregory  
4 = Lisa Jacobs 
5 = Julie Cairns 
6 = Jeanna Gabellini 
7 = Natalie MacNeil 
8 = Nathalie Lussier 
9 = Sigrun Gudjonsdottir  
10 = Nikki Elledge Brown  
. 
One more big push for leads and webinar registrations everyone because tomorrow 
the SALES CONTEST begins!  
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You’ll receive an email in the next few hours detailing the plan for the open cart and 
early bird price.  
 
Thanks a lot! You’re awesome.  
 
Mark & Denise 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Open Cart Plan  
11am Monday 31 July 
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Cart Open’s Tomorrow 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey  
 
The wait is almost over. We open the cart for Money Bootcamp Live TOMORROW. 
 
Here’s the plan for the Open Cart period, it’s important you know this and start to 
prepare now… 
 
9am ET Tuesday 1st August = Cart opens.  
Save $500 with Early bird price of $1,497 / 2 x $859. 
 
The early bird price is available for 36 hours! We’ll be encouraging leads to make a 
decision and join straight away… exciting!  
 
9pm ET Wednesday 2nd August = Early Bird Price Ends 
 
9am ET Thursday 3rd August = Payment Plan Announced 
 
The $500 saving will have ended, but a 6 month payment plan will be announced on 
Thursday which makes Bootcamp affordable and accessible. Your people will love 
this. We don’t normally offer this extended plan and it means people can get started 
for only $397. 
 
9pm ET Friday 4th August = Cart Closes 
 
What you need to do now… 
 
● Schedule your “open cart” email and social media post for 9am ET Tuesday 
● Put together your “Early Bird 36 Hour Promo Plan” - what are you doing to 

make sure your tribe knows that enrollment is open and that they can save 
$500 

● Decide on the bonuses you’re offering if people join through your link 
 
Everything you need is in the Affiliate Centre… 
● Your sales page link: LINK 
● Open Cart email swipe copy 
● Open Cart promotional graphics 
● Early Bird Ending swipe copy for Wednesday  
● Payment Plan swipe copy for Thursday 
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Here’s a reminder of the prizes for the Sales Contest: 
 
1st Place = $8,000 
2nd Place = $4,000 
3rd Place = $2,000 
4th Place = $1,000 
5th Place = $500 
 
Plus 50% commission ($748.50 for Early Bird Price). 
 
We’re thrilled with the great work you’ve done so far in the leads contest and we’re 
super proud of the new Money Bootcamp - we can’t wait to open the doors and 
welcome in hundred new members.  
 
This course works. The community is inspiring and powerful. Our members get life-
changing results and go on to do great things for their families and the world.  
 
By inviting people into the sacred space of Money Bootcamp we’re creating a ripple 
effect of wealthy empowered women who can change the world. 
 
Time to get excited team, the next four days are going to be great. 
 
------------------- 
CLOSE CART 
------------------- 
 
Our focus is on the open cart on Tuesday, but so you can prepare for Friday we’ve 
also just uploaded the Cart Close swipe copy and promo images to the Affiliate 
Centre.  
 
Thanks for your support… let’s change some lives!  
 
Mark and Denise 
 
P.S. Remember, our WEBINAR is at 6pm ET tonight (Monday). If you haven’t sent a 
reminder email and social media post to push registrations do that now… there’s 
$500 for the affiliate partners that crush the webinar registrations… do you want 
some more cash? 
 
 
If you don’t want to receive emails about the 2017 Live launch you can opt-out here. 
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Get Ready For Cart 
6AM ET Tues 1 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Are you READY? Doors open in 3 hours 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey it’s Mark here, 
 
I’ll make this quick. The cart for Money Bootcamp Live OPENS in 3 hours! 
 
>> Cart Opens at 9am ET Tuesday 1 August << 
 
As soon as the doors open you can MAIL AND POST your affiliate links and reveal 
the details  of your bonuses. 
 
 
 
The EARLY BIRD PRICE (save $500) is only available for 36 HOURS! We need you 
tribe to know that Bootcamp is Open, why now is the time to join, why the Live 
Round is so awesome and encourage them to make a quick decision. 
 
Time to get ready. Make it personal, honest, impactful with a clear call to action.  
 
Let’s see what we can achieve by Friday! It’s going to be amazing… 
 
Team DDT  
 
P.S. Here’s everything you need... 
 
Your Affiliate Link for Sales Page: link 
 
Open Cart swipe copy and graphics are in the Affiliate Centre. 
 
If you don’t want to receive emails about the 2017 Live launch you can opt-out here. 
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Cart Is Open  
9AM Tues 1 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates]  Go, Go, Go… Cart Is Open 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Squeeee!!! WE”RE OPEN 
 
Enrollment for Money Bootcamp Live 2017 is NOW OPEN!   
------------------------------- 
OPEN CART >> MAIL NOW 
------------------------------- 
 
Our NEW sales video, NEW sales page and LIMITED TIME early bird price (Save 
$500) are now live.  
 
It’s time to MAIL & SHARE now… our SALES CONTEST starts now... 
 
Your affiliate link is: link 
 
Swipe copy & graphics are here 
 
We want you to win a share of our $20,000 cash prizes and some great commission 
- now’s the time to promote Money Bootcamp!  
 
Keep an eye on the Partner FB Group for regular sales updates… it’s going to be a 
great day. 
 
Let’s make this our best launch ever and help create hundreds of RICH WOMEN 
that can change the world.  
 
xx Mark & Denise  
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If you don’t want to receive emails about the 2017 Live launch you can opt-out here. 
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Leads Contest Winner 
2PM Tues 1 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Winners & Sales Update 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi 
 
Such a great morning - we’re so grateful for your work so far and we know the next 
few days are going to be a lot of fun. 
 
Sales started with a BANG after the webinar and the cart has officially been open for 
5 hours… we’re getting great engagement, awesome questions and sales are 
coming strong... 
 
Pro-Tip: Can you plan some social media engagement in the next few hours to 
engage people that are already interested in signing up? Share your experience, 
answer questions, promote your bonuses… 
 
Most importantly we MUST make people aware of the Early Bird Price ending… the 
opportunity to save $500 only has 30 hours remaining.  
 
Let’s make a big noise about this - Bootcamp is a game-changer, this is a super 
generous offer - people really won’t want to miss out! (and you don’t want to miss out 
on the commission) 
 
Time to get creative to get the word out there. 
 
-------------------------------------------- 
LEADS CONTEST >> WINNERS 
-------------------------------------------- 
 
Thank you for everything you did during our 5 day lead contest… the response to our 
new videos and eBooks was just breathtaking.  
 
We had over 18,500 people opt-in to our workshop - you guys rock! 
 
Here’s the Top 10 and winners for our Leads Contest 
 
1. Kari Samuels (Amazing effort - $2,000 cash prize) 
2. Ann Wilson (So great having you onboard - $750 cash prize) 
3. Julie Cairns (Just pipped Eva by 4 leads - $250 cash prize)  
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4. Eva Gregory (Great job) 
5. Lisa Jacobs (Awesome result) 
6. Jeanna Gabellini  
7. Natalie MacNeil  
8. Nikki Elledge Brown 
9. Sigrun Gudjonsdottir 
10. Nathalie Lussier  
 
Huge thank you and well done also to these amazing ladies for your contribution as 
well… Patricia Lohan, Elizabeth Purvis, Naomi Findlay, Jennifer Kem, Jen Wittman, 
Sabrina Truscott, Michelle Childs, Aisling Mooney, Rachel Cook, Jenn Scalia and 
Katie Lee. 
 
Congratulations also to Nikki Elledge Brown ($250), Eva Gregory ($100) and Ann 
Wilson ($50) who take out the prizes for the webinar registration contest - it was 
our biggest ever webinar with 7,000 people registered - well done.  
 
It’s now time to focus on sales. This is not an ordinary money course or a new 
unproven system, Bootcamp works and has transformed thousands of lives… 
 
Our members experience REAL change - more money, less debt, new customers, 
business launches, lifelong friends, dream homes, retired husbands, impact, 
influence and income… it’s ALL possible. 
 
You can share and recommend Bootcamp with confidence - this rocks. 
 
Speak soon,  
 
Mark and Denise 
 
P.S. The Save $500 early bird price ends at 9pm ET Wednesday - check your 
timezone here. Let’s get ready for a big big day tomorrow… 
 
Teamwork makes the dream work.  
 
 
If you don’t want to receive emails about the 2017 Live launch you can opt-out here. 
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Day 1 Sales   
8PM Tues 1 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Sales Day 1 // Early Bird Ending 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Well well team, what a first 12 hours of cart open… 
 
The webinar created some awesome momentum and that has continued into Day 1 
of the open cart period and sales contest. 
 
*** EARLY BIRD PRICE ENDS IN 24 HOURS *** 
 
Wednesday is a critical day for this launch and our sales/commission. The Save 
$500 Early Bird Price ends at 9pm ET Wednesday 2nd August.  
 
This is quick! Your leads only have 24 hours to commit to Money Bootcamp and 
save $500.. so it’s our job to make sure as many of your tribe as possible know 
about this offer and deadline. 
Remember, we’re not doing this in a salesy / pushy way. We’re offering your 
community an opportunity to continue their money mindset journey and work with 
Denise on live coaching calls in the Bootcamp community.  
 
This is a rare, valuable and time-sensitive opportunity that is proven. $500 is a 
big deal for most people…  
 
We recommend the following: 
 

- 9am ET Wednesday = Early Bird Ending Email inc details of your bonuses 
(swipe copy in Affiliate Centre) 

- 1pm ET Wednesday = 8 hours to save $500 - email or social media post / 
maybe add an extra bonus for people joining via your leads 

- 7pm ET Wednesday = final courtesy email / post - 2 hours until the price 
increases 

 
At 9:01pm the price for Bootcamp INCREASES to $500 FOREVER… if anyone in 
your community is considering Bootcamp, Wednesday is the absolute BEST time to 
join: 
 
New Bootcamp + Live Round + $500 Saving = UNMISSABLE 
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*** Day 1 Sales Contest *** 
 
It’s early days with less than 12 hours of official cart open, but the commissions are 
already racking up.... Here’s the early Sales Contest leaderboard for the $17,000 in 
cash prizes… 
 
1. Nikki Elledge Brown (Out of the gates fast and setting the pace) 
= 2. Katie Lee & Ann Wilson (Great start) 
4. = Tash Corbin (Awesome work) 
 
The sales contest runs until 9pm ET Friday 4th August when the cart closes. There’s 
plenty of time to get cracking but now is the time to start. 
 
Pumped for an event bigger day tomorrow. Let’s turn the ripples into waves!! 
 
Mark & Denise 
 
If you don’t want to receive emails about the 2017 Live launch you can opt-out here. 
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Early Bird Ending 
9AM Wed 2 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] MAIL NOW > Early Bird Ending in 12 hours 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey name, 
 
So today’s going to be massive. The save $500 early bird price ends in 12 hours at 
9pm ET Wednesday 2nd August. 
 
Your leads now know about Denise, money mindset work and about Bootcamp Live 
being open for enrollment. 
 
Today is the day when they decide to join, jump straight in and save $500.  
 
------------------------------- 
EARLY BIRD >> MAIL NOW 
------------------------------- 
 
The opportunity to save $500 is a huge motivator and opportunity (both for us and for 
your leads). It’s time to MAIL & SHARE now…  
 
Key Promotional Ideas For Today - Wednesday 
 

- 9am - Email about Early Bird Price ending and your bonuses 
- Social media post about Early Bird Price ending and your bonuses 
- Video to share your experience of Denise/Bootcamp and why this is a hot 

opportunity 
- FB Live session in your group / page to discuss money mindset, Bootcamp, 

your bonuses and answer questions 
- 7pm ET - 2 hours to go - reminder and promotional email and post 
- FB Live in the final hour leading into the cart close to answer questions and 

close sales 
 
Here’s your affiliate link is: link 
Swipe copy & graphics are here 
 
We’ve had over 100 women join Bootcamp Live 2017 so far and there’s so much 
more to come… The closing of this $500 saving can provide a major spike in sales… 
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Good luck! 
 
xx Mark & Denise  
 
P.S. We’ll update the Sales Contest shortly and be in touch about tomorrow’s 
payment plan announcement. 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Day 2 Sales 
12PM Wed 2 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Sales Leaderboard & Payment Plan 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi name, 
 
So we’ve got 9 hours left of our Early Bird Price (Save $500) - things are going great 
and sales are strong but let’s ramp things up!  
 
In the next 9 hours, focus on answering questions and objections and support your 
tribe in stepping up into Bootcamp.  
 
The early bird $500 saving is huge, and always a great incentive for people to take 
action. 
 
At 9:01pm the price for Bootcamp INCREASES FOREVER. This is the last time we 
will sell at $1,497… with the power of the Live round the completely revamped and 
improved content and Denise’s energy, passion and leadership… there has never 
been a better time to join. 
 
SALES CONTEST 
 
Remember, we’re paying over $15,000 in cash prizes for our Sales Contest and 
here’s the $current leaderboard: 
 
1. Nikki Elledge Brown 
=2. Katie Lee & Ann Wilson 
=4.Nathalie Lussier, Tash Corbin & Sigrun Gudjonsdottir 
 
Great work everyone. We expect a lot of action in the next few hours… are you 
going to be part of it? 
 
THURSDAY: PAYMENT PLAN  
 
Even though the Early Bird price ends at 9pm ET Wednesday, we still have a full 48 
HOURS left of open cart time to generate big sales and excitement.  
 
This is why we will announce the EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN on Thursday 
morning. This is an incredibly generous and accessible opportunity where people 
can get started with Bootcamp for only $397 and spread the cost over SIX MONTHS 
- amazing! 
 
We highly recommend a dedicated email on Thursday morning letting your 
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community know that they can still join Bootcamp, still get your bonus and now it’s 
more affordable than ever with the NEW payment plan. 
 
This payment plan will really move the needle and let so many more people join 
Bootcamp. 
 
*** To give you a little extra motivation to promote the Payment Plan on Thursday, 
we have a NEW PRIZE for you *** 
 
$1,000.... YEP… ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS to the affiliate partner with the most 
sales on Thursday… now that is seriously worth going after. 
 
Start putting together your “Payment Plan Action Plan” right now and how you can 
go for the $1,000. Use an extra bonus, a FB Live, another email or get creative.  
 
(Payment Plan swipe copy and graphics are in the Affiliate Centre) 
 
We can help so many people with Bootcamp and they WANT to join… this payment 
plan now makes it possible. 
 
So excited to see what we can do in the next 48 hours.  
 
It’s our time and we’re ready for the next step. 
 
Mark & Denise  
 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Payment Plan 
8AM Thurs 3 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] GO! Payment Plan Live & NEW CONTEST 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey name, 
 
Thank you, THANK YOU for the huge effort you put in yesterday.  
 
Wednesday was our one of our biggest ever days… and this launch is now closing in 
on $500,000 in revenue! 
 
This means well over $100,000 of commission will be paid to our partners.  
 
We’ve got 36 hours left to create magic and change lives… 
 
Today we make Bootcamp more accessible and affordable... 
 
------------------------------- 
Payment Plan >> MAIL NOW 
------------------------------- 
 
Our 6 Month Payment Plan and the opportunity to get started in Money Bootcamp 
today for only $397 is now LIVE. 
 
We encourage you to mail, share, post and talk to your leads about this great offer 
and how they can still join Bootcamp. 
 
NEW CONTEST: This is a brilliant opportunity for people to join Bootcamp at an 
affordable price and remember we’re paying $1,000 to the affiliate who generates 
the MOST SALES today so it’s worth an email this morning.  
 
Remember, the same great news and benefits still apply: 
 

- Fully updated, reviewed and improved content 
- Live round including live group coaching calls with Denise starts Monday  
- Momentum and support of entire 4,000 strong Bootcamp community 
- Over $1,000 worth of bonuses and additional course  
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Payment plan swipe copy and graphics in the Affiliate Centre. 
 
Let’s have some fun today. People are going to be SO happy and grateful that they 
can now join Bootcamp and spread the cost over 6 months - they will love hearing 
from you this morning. 
 
Thanks as always... 
 
xx Mark & Denise  
 
P.S. We’ll update the Sales Contest shortly and be in touch about tomorrow’s 
CLOSE CART plan.  
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Cart Close Plan 
12PM Thurs 3 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Close Cart Plan & Sales Contest 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hey name, 
 
There’s been a great response to our 6 month payment plan this morning. If you 
haven’t mailed about it yet - do that first! 
 
We’re paying $1,000 cash to the affiliate partner with the most sales today (Thursday 
ET US) so make sure your leads are aware of the new payment plan.  
 
------------------------------- 
Day 2 Sales Contest 
------------------------------- 
 
The momentum is growing every day with close to 300 people having now joined 
Bootcamp Live - great work. Here’s the Sales Contest leaderboard at the end of Day 
2 including a reminder of the prizes on offer: 
 
Here's the Sales Contest leaderboard at 10:30pm ET Wednesday and a reminder of 
the prizes on offer 

1. Nikki Elledge Brown (Leading from front - smashing it... $8,000? �) 

2. Katie Lee (Huge effort as well, only 1 sale behind... $4,000? �) 

3. Nathalie Lussier (Top effort from one of the best... $2,000? �) 
4. Courtney Johnston (Amazing day today!... $1,000?) 
=5. Natasha Corbin, Samantha Nolan-Smith, Lisa Jacobs (3 way tie... $500?) 
=8. Ann Wilson, Sigrun Gudjonsdottir & Kathryn Hocking (Another tie, who can pull 
away?) 
 
Thanks again and well done everyone - you rock! 
 
------------------------------- 
Close Cart Plan 
------------------------------- 
 
Can you believe we’re almost at the Cart Close Day and that this whole launch is 
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only 8 days old!  
 
We’ve come a long way and we’ve brought a lot of people on the journey with us. 
Friday is the final opportunity for people to join Money Bootcamp and our last effort 
together to maximise the impact of this launch. 
 
We have a range of emails, social media activities and videos planned to close as 
many sales as possible and we recommend you send at least two emails: 
 
Friday morning - final 12 hours / 6 part payment plan / your bonus 
 
Friday afternoon/evening - last chance / your bonus / 6 part payment plan / NEW 
Bonus (see below) 
 
Make it personal, share your story, focus on the benefits for your peeps… enjoy. 
 
Thanks again everyone. The energy in the Bootcamp group over the last few days 
has been incredible - it’s a beautiful safe space for your tribe - let’s give them every 
chance to join us. 
 
Mark & Denise 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Close Cart Swipe Copy 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
---Subject Line--- 
 
This is IT, NAME -- last chance at Money Bootcamp 
Final hours to join 2017 Live Money Bootcamp 
The doors are closing tonight (don’t miss Money Bootcamp 2017!) 
Now is the time, Money Bootcamp is the place (end money sabotage for good!) 
Take action TODAY to break free of your money blocks 
 
Options to add to subject line : 
 
[ENDS TODAY] 
[ENROLLMENT CLOSING] 
[TIME-SENSITIVE] 
[LAST CHANCE!] 
 
---Body Copy 1--- 
 
NAME, 
 
This is super time-sensitive, so please just take a minute to read this message (and 
make your decision). I promise to make it worth your time! 
 
Denise Duffield-Thomas is closing the doors to her all-new, totally upgraded 2017 
Live Money Bootcamp TODAY (Friday, August 4), at 9PM Eastern time. 
 
If you’re already 100% sure you want in, and you just haven’t acted yet, then go here 
NOW to reserve your spot! [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
Still undecided? I get it. I know you are bombarded with messages every day about 
online programs you can join. I also know that there are only a select few that I 
would recommend, and Money Bootcamp is right there at the top of the list. 
 
The reason why (besides the fact that I know you’ll love Denise as much as I do!) is 
pretty simple. 
 
Nothing is more important to the success of your business than a strong money 
mindset. 
 
You can have the best marketing, the fanciest website, the shiniest social media 
presence… and if your money mindset stinks, you’ll always struggle in business. 
 
You’ll work too hard for too little money, or you’ll find ways to sabotage yourself no 
matter how much cash flow comes in the door, or you’ll play small and shine a very 
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dim light in your industry -- when you’re meant to occupy a BIG stage and influence 
lots of people. 
 
And there’s simply NO better place than Denise’s Live Money Bootcamp to help you 
uncover and release those money blocks that hold you back… 
 
So you can earn the income you really deserve, have a lifestyle that nourishes and 
supports you and your loved ones, and make the impact on the world that you’re 
truly meant to make. 
 
Thousands of women’s lives have already been changed inside Money Bootcamp 
since it first opened six years ago. Each year, Denise and her team make 
improvements and upgrades -- and this year, they’ve gone all out to refresh and 
expand the course so that it’s more transformational than ever. 
 
Go here to take advantage of your FINAL opportunity to be a part of the LIVE 2017 
round of Denise Duffield-Thomas’ Money Bootcamp. 
 
And remember, with the extended payment plan, you can start the course this 
Monday, along with hundreds of new members (and Denise right there by your side, 
walking you through the course, live!) for only $397. 
 
If this is calling to you, then perhaps it’s because deep down, you know that NOW is 
the time for you to finally release your money blocks and embrace abundance and 
ease. 
 
 
Click here to reserve your spot in Money Bootcamp Live 2017. [AFFILIATE LINK] 
 
[SIGN-OFF] 
 
P.S. Enrollment closes TODAY, at 9PM Eastern Friday, August 4 so please don’t 
delay, because after that the extended payment plan disappears and you’ll miss out 
on your chance to be a part of the 2017 Live Money Bootcamp. 
 
>> Get started in the 2017 Live Money Bootcamp today for only $397 -- before it’s 
gone forever! 
 
[Affiliate Disclaimer] 
 
---ENDS--- 
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Cart Close Reminder 
9PM Thurs 3 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] 24 hours til Close + HOT New Bonus 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi Team,  
 
Super quick email to thank you again for your efforts today. Another big day and 
we’re approaching the home straight. 
 
The CART CLOSES in 24 hours at 9pm ET Friday. Check your timezone here. 
 
To give us one final boost tomorrow, we’ve got a HOT new bonus 
 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
NEW BONUS - Money Bootcamp for Partners 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
At 12pm Friday we’ll announce a special new bonus - Money Bootcamp for 
Partners.  
 
The number one questions we get in Bootcamp is about men and couples and how 
female entrepreneurs can talk to and engage their partners in their money mindset 
journey. 
 
So we’re launching a new mini-course comprising of two group coaching calls for 
women and their partners with Denise and I. We hope this will be really popular and 
stimulate some great conversations as people make their final decisions about 
joining.  
 
There’s more info (and a video from me) here: denisedt.com/hubby 
 
If you want to promote this bonus, please wait until 12pm Friday.  
 
Here’s your affiliate link for this “Partners” page: link 
 
We appreciate you all and look forward to the final day tomorrow. Cart close is 
always the most exciting part of the launch for me… let’s hope that come 9:01pm 
we’re awash with gratitude and champagne. 
 
Let’s keep going to the final whistle. This is the last round, the most important part of 
the game… let’s enjoy it and help as many people as possible.  
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“Clear eyes, full hearts, can’t lose!” :)  
 
Mark & Denise 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Cart Close Day 
8AM Fri 4 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Cart Closes Today - Mail NOW 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Yo Yo … it’s CART CLOSE DAY <funky dance> 
 
Denise rocks, Bootcamp rocks, price is affordable, you rock… let’s enjoy today and 
celebrate the sales coming in.  
 
So many Bootcamp members say this course is the BEST investment they’ve made 
in themselves and their business… it’s pretty cool that we get to help people step up 
and take their next step today. 
 
It’s our time :) 
 
------------------------------- 
Close Cart >> MAIL NOW 
------------------------------- 
 
The cart closes at 9pm Eastern US Friday 4 August (In about 12 hours). Time to pull 
out all your tricks and magic…  
 
With the price increase, every sale is now worth $998.50 to you - so cool! 
 
Time to send your close cart email and emphasize your personal journey and 
bonuses. 
 
Cart Close swipe copy and graphics in the Affiliate Centre.  
 
Here’s your Sales Page affiliate link again: link 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
Leaderboard Update - Sales Contest  
------------------------------------------------- 
 
Heading into the final day, here’s the Sales Contest leaderboard at the end of Day 3 
including a reminder of the prizes on offer: 
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1. Nikki Elledge Brown (Still in the lead, can she be caught?... $8,000? �) 

2. Katie Lee (Smashing it, Silver or Gold?... $4,000? �) 

=3. Nathalie Lussier & Natalie MacNeil (The battle of the Nat(h)alies!.. $2,000? �) 
5. Courtney Johnston (Great job!... $500?) 
=6. Natasha Corbin, Lisa Jacobs & Samantha Nolan-Smith (Someone needs to pull 
to chase down the $500) 
 
Would love to see someone from the chasing back jump into the Top 5 and spice 
things up in the next few hours... come on Ann Wilson, Tarzan Kay Kalryzian, Kari 
Samuels and Kathryn Hocking. 
 
Great work team. Show us what you've got in on the final day... time to race for the 
finish line with big prizes on offer. 
----------------------------- 
Day 3 Sales Contest 
---------------------------- 
 
Can you believe it?! We have a 5 way tie for the Thursday sales contest. The $1,000 
will be split between these awesome winners… thanks ladies… 
 
Elizabeth Buckley-Goddard, 
Nikki Elledge Brown 
Nathalie Lussier 
Natalie MacNeil 
Gemma Went 
 
Great work team. Show us what you've got in on the final day... time to race for the 
finish line with big prizes on offer. 
 
Sending big heartfelt gratitude and “cart close” blessings your way. 
 
M&D 
 
If you’re not able to participate in this 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further 
emails here. 
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Cart Close 7 Hours To Go 
2PM Fri 4 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] 7 Hours To Go!  
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi name,  
 
I’ll make this quick, things are heating up with only 7 hours to go until the CART 
CLOSES. 
 
You have been amazing - we’re almost there and it’s looking like a great final day. 
 
We just dropped the “Bootcamp for Partners” bonus and people are loving it! If you 
haven’t promoted that - I recommend jumping on it (link in infusionsoft) 
 
There’s still time for a final email, social post and FB live. Share your story, answer 
questions, share our case studies and bonuses.  
 
LOTS of people leave these decisions to the final minute and you have the info and 
experience to help your community decide if Bootcamp is right for them. 
 
Keep an eye on your sales ledger and on the Partner FB group - I’ll update the 
leaderboard regularly during the day. 
 
Let’s have some fun and change some lives. We really appreciate all of your efforts. 
 
Speak soon,  
 
Mark & Team DDT 
 
 
If you’re not participating in the 2017 Live launch you can opt-out of further emails 
here. 
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Thank You & Winners  
Monday 8 August  
To: All LB Affiliates exc Opt outs 
Subject: [Bootcamp Affiliates] Winners & Thank You 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hi name,  
 
Thank you for your participation in the Money Bootcamp Live 2017 launch that 
concluded on Friday.  
 
We greatly appreciate all the effort and support that all of our affiliate partners 
invested in helping to make this such a successful launch. 
 
Without further ado, we’re pleased to announce the winners of our Sales Contest… 

 

1. Nikki Elledge Brown ($8,000 ) 

2. Katie Lee ($4,000) 

3. Nathalie Lussier ($2,000) 

4. Natalie MacNeil ($1,000) 

5. Gemma Went ($500) 

6. Natasha Corbin & Courtney Johnston 

8. Tarzan Kay Kalryzian 

9. Samantha Nolan-Smith, Amber McCue & Kathryn Hocking 

 

DAY 3 SALES CONTEST  

$200 each for Elizabeth Buckley-Goddard, Nikki Elledge Brown, Nathalie Lussier, 
Natalie MacNeil & Gemma Went 

 

FREE US EVENT TICKETS (LA, NYC, Dallas or Miami) 

Nikki Elledge Brown, Katie Lee, Nathalie Lussier, Natalie MacNeil, Gemma Went, 
Natasha Corbin, Courtney Johnson, Tarzan Kay, Sam Nolan-Smith, Amber McCue, 
Kathryn Hocking, Lisa Jacobs, Ann Wilson, Kari Samuels, Sigrun, Racheal Baxter 
Cook, Jeanna Gabellini, Aisling Mooney & Melanie Miller 
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We're so proud of what we've been able to create and the lives the Bootcamp is 
helping. It is a sacred space for deep work and we're thrilled to be able to enrich the 
community with another 420+ new members. 

This launch has been so much fun thanks to all of you. We appreciate you inviting 
Denise into your tribes to share her gold, but I also have loved your energy, 
encouragement, GIFs, memes and support. This would not have been possible 
without you. I know things have moved quickly, we've sent a lot of emails and you've 
worked hard so thanks for sticking with us. 

We can't wait to make some fantastic commission payments over the coming 
months and we'll continue to work to provide value to your leads and convert them to 
sales in future. 

We've pencilled in April 11-27 2018 for our next launch and we'd love to have you 
involved. 

 
With love and thanks,  
 
Mark & Denise 
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